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STAGE SET FOR GALA FAIR AND HOlit*
7444-

Next week rings down the curtain on Fulton's big promotions
thus far scheduled for 1949, and
will be by far the biggest and
best . . the West KentuckyTennessee Fair and the American
Legion Horse Show. In April
thousands came to see the Army
Day parode, and on June 2 more
thousands came to see the big
Boy Scout doings.
Starting next Monday with the
opening of the carnival, Fulton
will again play host to thousands
in a week filled with events.

HEISNER
Madrid Bend Vote Contested REV.
RESIGNS POST
by White for 'Irregularities'
Harry L. White, defeated candfdate in the recent ax commissioner's race in Fulton County,
has filed a petition with the Fulton Circuit Court protesting the
election of his opponent, Elmer
Murchison.
Murchison defeated White by
the close margin of 54 votes in
the August 6 primaries. The totals were Murchison 1963, and
White t909.
In his petition, White alleges
irregularities in the Madrid Bend
precinct. Specifically, he points
out that no booths were erecticl
or maintained that the voters
making thern on tableN in open
- •--

It's a fine thing for Fulton to
have these things, and we hope
every year from now on that the
Fair will remain an annual event
and a couple of other good-sized
undertakings will be scattered
Baptist
thirty-eight
T h e
through the year to rightfully
keep our whole trade area "Ful- Churches og the West Kentucky
Baptist Association, located in
ton-Minded."
Hickman, Carlisle and Fulton
who
folks
You forty-thousand
Counties, have established and
trade-area
Fulton
the
live in
are .maintaining the West Kenwelcome
always
are
you
know
tucky Baptist Bible Institute
here . . . and these things are (Preacher's Bible School)
put on for you so you will come
The basic purpose of this
in and visit with us more often school is to prepare and equip
When you are in Fulton, we want preachers for a more complete
you to feel "at home!"
ministry. However, the doors are
open to others. Work mat/ be
threeabout
that
It seems
done on both a high sehool and
of a tollege level. But the idea of
Chamber
-fourths of the
Commerce members, in placing providing an opportunity for
the membership stickers on their preachers to study the Word of
firm windows, have failed to God is par•amount.
read the directions on the back.
is
The present organization
After the sticker is wet and plac- established with an office at the
ed against the window, the white First Baptist Church of Clinton.
paper backing is sullPased to Reverend O. C. Markham is in
neat decal. charge of the office as Executive
slide off, leaving
Now that they are on, paper and Secretary and .Treasurer of the
all. it might be too late to wet school. The purchase of real esthe backing and slide it off, but tate as a permanent location for
you might try it.
the school is anticipated.
The fall term opens Monday,
Our old friend and columnist September 12. Registration for
Patricia Latane tells uS that she classes will begin Monday evewill probably be back in the ning at 7:30. Classes will be held
NEWS starting next week, with at the First Baptist Church.
her regular column. Patricia had
The Governing Board of Trusto stop her column for awhile tees is composed of Rev. Galen
this year She scratched her head Hargrove, Milburn; Dentis Mcso long and so hard at some of Daniel, Clinton; T. H. Streeter,
the knotty problems presented Hickman; Howard Hocker, Arto her that one side went plumb lington; Walter Williams, Spring
bald. Now that her brand-new ,Hill; Rev. Leo Galey, Cunningwig has arrived she says she is ham; Fred Key, Fulton; Rev. Calready to start in again.
vin Hudson, Bardwell; and BueWe know that a lot of you nos Fleming, celinlfigham; with
folks will be glad to hear from Rev. Corry 0 Simpson, pastor of
Patricia again; when she was the First Baptist Church of Clinwriting for us before. she re- ton, as president of the Instituceived more mail than the editor tion.
did.

BIBLE INSTITUTE
IN 38 COUNTIES

, You can always depend ofl the
CitY Electric to be
gang dowli
doing something different. Last
Tuesday they called us down
there to show us a little mousylooking animal that someone had
found out around the railroad
yards. It had a very short, mouselike tail but its mouth was about
halfway under a queer-looking
snout. If the thing was a little
bigger it would have resembled
an ant-eater.
At this writing its species is
still not identified; the opinion is
that it is some kind of sub-tropical rodent and probably fell off
a railroad car.

WORK PROGRESSES
ON GAS PIPELINE
More than one third of Texag
Gas' new 800-mile, Texas-to-Ohio
pipe line has been completed. As
of July 31, a total of 291 miles
of 26-inch pipe was in the ground,
and during the month the seven
contractors working on the line
laid 108 miles of pipe.
Work began in July on the construction of multiple river crossings. All the special heavy pipe
rdquired for the latter crossings
has been delivered to the sites,
and work was scheduled to commence this month.

If all mice around here had a
snout as long as this one, they
A check on the progress of the
sure would have a hard time do- pipe laying in this area shows
ing much gnawing.
that about one-half of the section
between Memphis and SlaughWe see that the Federal Com-1 ters, Ky., has been laid to date.
munications Commission is goIt is planned to have the ening to put the brakes on the big
radio tire line from Memphis to Midballyhooed nation-wide
quiz shows . . . and it looks like dleton, Ohio in operation by the
its about time. Last week we read first of the year.
where some fellow won, among
other things, $1000 worth of Henry Fortner Enrolled
knitwear, but wanted the cash
instead. The manufacturer offer- In Special UK Course
ed to settle for $100, and GovernHenry Fortner, Fulton, is ament wanted part of the rest for mong 128 Kentuckians enrolled in
taxes. This week some couple in a two-week special course in
New York City won a dream agricultural education now in
home free for nothing, and of- progress at the University of
fered to sell it back to the pro- Kentucky.
gram sponsors for 50c. The house
Objectives of the course are to
was nicely constructed on a city
parking lot downtewn. The park- prepare men to carry out the
ing lot charged them $50 a day duties and, responsibilities of inrent as long as it stayed there, structors in institutional on the
and they didn't have the money farm treining programs. Subjeets
to take it apart, move it out inaluded in the course are class
They procedure, instructional problems
somewhere and rebuild
found out that they won a head- and supervision of farm programs.
ache.

R,ev. James G. Heisner, for the
past two years pastor of the
First, Baptist Church in Fulton,
has resigned his pastorate here
and will move to California, Mo
to assume the pastorate of the
Baptist Church there.
The resignation was tendered

W

Auto Races, Hill -Billies, Cattle
Shows To Feature Full Program

• The stage is ready. The characters are in full dress. The curtain
is ready to rise on one of the most elaborate fairs to be staged and
directed in Fulton County in many years. The grounds have been
c!eared and improved for midget races, a gala horse show, hillbilly shows, harness races, dairy and cattle shows and everything
that goes to make the West-Kentucky-Tennessee Fair the most
• • • • . • • • looked forward to event of the
The resonant voice of Rev.
1949 entertainment season.
Walter E. Mischke will be missed Letters To The Editor
The fair opens on Wednesday
in
in church and civic circles
night August 31, with a horse
Fulton. The announcement that
ME WHITE HOUSE
show in full regalia, replete with
he had resigned to accept a pasWashington
torate in Paducah was keenly felt
August 22, 1949 entries of every type of show
horses.
by the entire citizenry. Brother My dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Mischke will leave on September
The President has requested
Horse enthusiasts desiring to
1 and will preach his last sermon nie to acknowledge your letter enter horses in the show may
on Sunday.
of August fifteenth. Needless contact General Chairman Bob
The Mischkes have endeared to say, he more than appreci- White at Fulton.
themselves to the people of Ful- ates the thoughtfulness which
Harness racing will be held evton, who were overjoyed when prompted the cordial invitation ery day from the beginning of
,it was made known in the early
which it conveys to him to at- the fair through Saturday. $1060
Spring that he would be return- tend the West Kentucky-Tenn- in prizes each day will be given
ed to the city for anottier year. essee Fair, but his schedule is the winners. On Thursday night
The pastorate to which Rev. such that it will not permit the Renfro Valley Show will give
Mischke is being sent is the sec- him to have this pleasure. He
two hours of the best hill-billy
ond largest in the Memphis Con- is very sorry indeed that he entertaining to be heard even in
ference.
cannot send you an acceptance, 'the hills of Kentucky.
The Board of Stewards of the but all of you certainly have
Friday night and Saturday
Methodist Church announced to- the President's very best wishnight Hilbun Graves with his
day that Rev. C. E. Hawkins of es for a successful .Fair.
complete entourage of entertainVery sincerely yours,
Ashland, Ky., would arrive on
REV. HEISNER
MATTHEW J. CONNELLY ers — beautiful girls, skaters,
September first to fill the vacanSecretary to the President dancers — will perform for fair
cy in the church.
this week,-sand will be effective
audiences for two hours and
Brother Mischke today annext Sunday evening at the close
more.
nounced services for Sunday as
of the evening services.
The show closes on Sunday affollows:
The resignation has come as an
ternoon with thrilling auto races
Usual services and talks.
unexpected surprise to the conof the midget variety. Racers will
A statement to the congregagregation, and a successor will
compete for $1000 in prizes,
E. Mischke.
W.
tion:
probably not be named for sevHighlighting Sunday afternoon's
Our growth in past ten year:
eral days.
A few good box seats remain performances will be the appearLeon Browder.
move
will
The Heisner family
be sold for all events of the ance of the smallest racer in the
Our connectional relationships, to
West Kentucky-Tennessee Fair business, riding the smallest racto the Missouri city around rhe Smith Atkins.
to
according
week,
next
Foad Homra, general chairman ing car ever made.
first of
Our plans for th future, W. M. announced today.
the
information received by
Days will be designated for the
Whitnel.
News•
Boxes are on sale at the Fulton
attend and
Now's the time—The OwensPlans for welcoming new pas- County News and the Fulton various Governors to
a special day will be set aside
boro Army and Air Forge Retor, A. C. Butts.
Daily Leader and sell for $12.50 to
Mid-South neves'
cruiting Station, Ill East Third
a box, cesutamingsfour seats. The pa
rs and publisher&
street, is the place.
events
all
for
good
be
Resigns;
will
boxes
Charles Townes
If you are married or unmarof the show, except the midget
ried. have two years of college
to Golconda, Ill. races
Moves
on Sunday.
or can pass an equivalent exCharles M. Townes, manager
amination and are between 20
The Owl Drug Company in Fulassociation of the local office of the Southand 26'S years of age, you may ton announces its
apply for training in Aviation with the Walgreen Agency sy- eastern Motor Truck lines, has
Cadet Pilot Training, Aviation stem, and is conducting a large resigned his position here to go
Miss Lena Stokes, 62, widelyCadet Navigator Training, or Air sale this weekend to intrOduce into business as a Chevrolet dealknown Obion county native and
Force Officer Candidate School its products to the buyers in this er in Gokonda, Ill.
teacher in the South Ft*
and be examined right in Owens- area.
Mr. and Mrs. Townes will move
schools for almost 30 years, died
boro, Ky.
to Golconda when living quarters
suddenly of a heart attack at 3:45
The Walgreen agency system is
A U.S. Air Force interviewing
are obtained there.
last Thursday afternoon at her
team will be in Owensboro the a nation-wide network of drug
The
the
and
Legion
America('
local
new
A
manager
the
for
29th, 30th and 31st of August to stores operating in conjunction truck lines office bag not yet Veterans of Foreign Wars will home on Fulton route 2, just outside the Fulton city limits.
and with the parent Walgreen CoMinterview all young men
assist all local veterans in applybeep lamed.
Miss Stokes appeared to be trt
17-,=
women from this area who are PanY•
ing for their National Service
„
.. meg
interested.
Lite Insurance dividends, James good health. She went to the
1.112 QtYl Drug Company In
ihe recruiting sergeani Fulton is an old, established firm
Warren and Harry Bloodworth, school with friends Thursday
located on second floor First that has operated here for many
commanders of the respective lo- morning to see the new classrooms and was assisting her Sit
National Bank Building in May- years. It was purchased from
cal posts announced today.
ter-in-law with canning when her
field, for further information.
W E. Jackson in January by Ern"Our posts will have the neces- death occurred,
,
est Smith, former Memphian who
Born in Obion county near FulDr. J. P. Williams, young and sary applications which veterans
has since moved to Fulton with
Highway Postoffice
popular associate of Drs. Ward wal have to make to the VA to ton on 'March 26, 1887, Miss
his family to make his home.
and Glynn Bushart at the Fulton get their NSLI dividends," the Stokes spent almost her entire
May Serve County
Mr. Smith is a registered pharHospital, announced today that commanders said. "Every veter- life in the Fulton community.
Following great successes with macist.
he is resigning. his position here an who held his NSL1 policy for She was the daughter of Mr. and
two "highwa:: i_ealt. office" routee
The interieE
e Fore pti,e
tli.
en his 90 days or more will have a re- Mrs. D. J. Stokes.
opi
o zr
.: rtz
15
. ,
:
I abelit teptembe
1ff reniral Kentucky, reeetnmerfeompletelY redecorated, own diagnostic clinic in Brink- fund coming to him. The VA exMiss Stokes had been a teaches'
pects to pay out approximately
dations are expected to be made and a considerable variety of ley, Ark.
.or
years and had tatted hi
$2,800,000,000 in these refunc19,
soon for two similar routes to new stock has beer! added.
I _tho fjouth Fulton schools mast or
In Brinkley, Dr. Williams will Pfiyaents per vsterati are expectserve Western Kentucky and
I mat time. She was highfy rea
Tennessee.
open a ffieicierp 5-bed clinic with ed to average 7,Iseet 1175 aciprd- vected
her pv.;',118 and aimedOne of the two rospes is proVA.
Mr. W. L. Walker, Brinkley phy- ir.g to the
Application's'
and tools a; leading Part ist
posed between Paducah by way
should he filed as ettiCkly as pos- I ates
sician, around November 1st.
hool activities.
of Benton, and Murray to Jacksible becauscrit will take weeki se
Dr. Williams has practiced in and months for a
son, Tenn.
She taught the 7th and ittitveteran to get
Fulton for almost two years, hie refund
grade classes for 20 ye4 and
The other route is proposed
check."
in
duty
active
from
a
Joseph
here
Williams,
coming
Brent
native
was instructor of the 5th grade
t h rough
Fulton County, and
Aettially, they explained, the at the time of her death. She had
would provide daily postal serv- of Fulton who has "made good" the Army, where he was a flight
degree
his
received
rich
aphis
will
posts
with
He
voice,
tenor
surgeon.
twill
put
on
the
biggest planned to teach again this year.
ice from Paducah to Bardwell,
Arlingtsm, Clinton, Hickman, pear on the "Theatre of the Air" in medicine from the University manhunt in history trying to loMiss Stokes is survived by her
Fulton, Union City, Troy, Horn- program Saturday over Station of Tennessee medical school in cate veterans who are eligible for father, D. J. Stokes, now 90 years
Memphis, and interned at Mem- the NSLI refunds.
beak, Tiptonville and Dyersburg. WGN, Chicago.
old; her stepmother, three brothMr. Williams has enjoyed a phis' Baptist Hospital.
The two central Kentucky
Memphis.
"The VA estimates that some ers, Carl Stokes of
Dr. Williams is a native of 16,000,000
highway post offices are set up in very successful summer in Tanveterans are entitled Kenneth Stokes of Cincinnati,
large trucks, with distribution of glewood, the Berkshire Music Crutchfield, Ky., and Mrs. Wil- to NSLI refunds," they
said. and Donald Stokes of Fulton.
mail being handled enroute much center at Lenox, Massachusetts liams is a native of Newport, "Actually today the VA has
Funeral services were conductthe
on the order of the railway post- with the Boston Symphony or- Ark.
hame address of only six mil- ed by the Rev. W. E. Mischket
chestra.
al service.
lions of eligible veterans. The Saturday afternoon at the HornAt Tanglewood he did the
American.Legion and VFW will beak Funeral Hohe chapel. Burleading tenor roles in most of C of C Dines Tonight
help it to locate 10,000,000 oth- ial was in the Water Valley, Xy.,
Butts Buys Interest
the opera productions, including At Chesthut Glade
ers."
cemetery.
s-c-enes from Manon, Faust, RigoIn Sweet Potato Firm
A large turnout is expected for
letto, Falstaff and others. At the
JAMES TERRY NABORS
AUTOS COLLIDE
A. C. Butts, well-known local Berkshire Playhouse in Stock- the Chamber of Commerce dinAn automobile collisinn SunJames Terry Nabors, infant son
groceryman, miller and farm bridge, Mass., he sang the con- ner tonight (Friday) in Chestnut
supply dealer, has purchased the cert version of Faust with Mag- Glade according to Secretary of James and Sarah Nabors of day afternoon at the intersection
Marian Maxfield Advance ticket Paducah, died Monday in the of Walnut and Jefferson streets
interest of the late Herbert gie Teyte.
Vaughan in the local sweet poFollowing his Chicago appear- sales in Fulton have been sell- Haws Memorial Hospital here, in East Fulton resulted in conshortly after birth..Seevices were siderable damage to a 1937 Chevtato business of Gordon, Somors lance, Mr. Williams will return ing well.
The dinner will be at the conducted in the New Hope rolet, driven by Marion G. Stiller
and Vaughan, and announces the to his home in New York.
Chestnut Glade school, and will Church, with stile Rev. J. F Mc- of Pilot Oak and a 1946 Buck
continued operation of the busibe prepared by the ladies of the Minn in charge. Burial was in driven by Hubert Webb of Jackness in its Walnut street location. GOOD SEASON ENDS
son, Tenn. No inturies were reThe firm name has been changThe tomato cooperative as- community home demonstration the church cemetery.
ported.
ed to Goreion, Somors and Butts sociation in McCracken county club.
A program after dinner has EXAM RATING RELEASED
and the Wel warehouse will be closed a successful season after
DISASTROUS WEEK
Rating on the recent exarninashipping 7,127 half-bushel bas- been arranged, with a feature
managed by B. K. Boyd.
tion for Fulton postmaster were
The Fulton Railroaders sagged
kets for $1504.73, or an average speaker.
received by entrants here last a little this weelZ, after showing
of $2.16 a basket. In addition,
ROTARY PICNIC TUNDAY
Miss Helen Hamra and Henry weekend, with the three top men some real pennant hustle last ...
Rotarians will entertain their , many were sold locally. The asglaciation follows the policy of Hamra of Bristow, Okla., and in order, being Jack Carter, Clif- and along with thousands of oth"Rotary-anns" next Tuesday ev
ning in a picnic to be given at t e shipping only when the local Mrs. Bennie Hamra of Caruthers- ford Shields and Hendon Wright. I er good fans hereabouts, we'd
Fulton Country Club. The affair market fails to take the tomatoes eille,Mo., have returned to their Selection of a Postmaster will sure love to see a fighting climh
is being planned by J. E. Fall, at a good price, explained Farm homes after a visit with Mr. and probably be made from these into that first division before
three, the News was advised.
it's too late. How about it, men?
Mrs. K. Homra and family.
Agent S. C. Bohanan.
and will begin at 6:30 p.m.

view of the election officers and
others; that the voters were solicited by election officers and
others within 15 feet of the voting place, and that persons other
than the voters marked the ballots; that at least four persons
were permitted to vote who were
disqualified from -voting because
of non-residence in Kentucky;
and that a free, secret and impartial election was prevented by
these irregularities.
Murchison was presented the
suminons last Saturday, and has
10 days in which to file his answer. He has engaged Flavious
Martin as his attorney.
When a reply to the charges is
made, White has five days in
which to file a rebuttal, and then
the Circuit Court will conduct a
trial and the two will present
their cases. The trial will probably be conducted by Judge
Stahr, the News learned.
An inquiry into voting conditions at Madrid Bend by the
News revealed that right or
wrong, the same voting procedure was maintained there this
election as in elections during the
past several years. Voting is done
in a large school room, with the
voter receiving his ballot as he
enters, and going to the other
end of the room to make his selections.

REV. W,E, MISCHKE
GOES TO PADUCAH

I

GOOD SEATS STILL
CAN BE PURCHASED

INTERVIEWERS FOR
AIR FORCE COMING

OWL DRUG CO.
JORIS WALGREEN

VETERANS POSTS
TO ASSIST WITH
NSLI DIVIDENDS

DR. J. P, WILLIAMS
LEAVING SEPT, 15TH

WON TO PRESENT
JOSEPH WILLIAMS

MISS LENA STOKES
DIES SATURDAY
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"And seeing the multitudes, hel
went up into a mountain: and I
I
•
A large crowd was at the when he was set, his'' disciples
State Line Mission on Saturday came unto him: And he opened
evening and Sunday afternoon. his mouth, and taught them, sayReverend Earl Baird of Cayce
brought two fine messages. The
revival meeting will start there
on September 11, with Rev. H.A.
Doi.:;71as of Milan, Tenn., doing
the preaching. Rev. Douglas is
a Baptist and a very fine preachcr.

WEST STATE LINE

4104.1410•~4011411.9*******4"... Joyce are the twins of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Coleman. (I couldn't
leave out anything as important
as this is, or I might be murdered).
Mrs. Arthur Matheny and daughter Mrs. Owen Winstead atBy Alfre Coleman
.4....c....1.4.+.1.+4.4.4.4.+++414 tended the funeral of Mrs. Rose
.4
1,..44...4
at Dukedom last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hoodenpyle
Velma Haley is visiting in CorColorado inth, Miss.
are vacationing in
Springs, Colo.
C• R.
. Collins, freight agent, J.
Raymond Brown has returned D. Mills,
track superintendent
-to work after a vacation.
and E. R. McMahon, trainmaster,
movhave
The M. M. Matlocks
were in Jackson, Tenn., Tuesday
seill from the D. L. Valentine on business.
Highway,
Mayfield
the
on
plat*
Miss Marion Blackstone. left
to the Dr. Brady house nt the
City of New Orcorner of West State Line and Monday on the
leans for Grenada, Miss.; where
Pearl Street.
she will join her cousin, Martha
H J. Pottel is on his vacation. Fay Williams. They will go from
J.- A. Bowers is on his vacation. there to Water Valley, Miss., for
11. H. Hamilton is on his vaca- a visit with their grandparents,
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Blackstone.
Mr. W. C. Jacob, Mr. M. M.
division air
1111. I, Matlock,
brake foreman, is a Lt. for two Matlock, J. E. Noonan, E. R.
vieeks. "Little Mat," as he is Mahon and J. D. Mills attended
known to his friends, is in the the Supervisor Supper in JackArmy Reserve, and is at Fort son, Tenn., Wednesday.
Mrs. Carlton Wilkes arrived
Denning, Ga. Don't misunderstand
it wasn't because he wanted to Tuesday afternoon from Memphis
go; the kind old man with the for a few days visit with her
long whiskers known as Uncle parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Sam gave him an invitation.
Bell.
Miss Joyce Coleman is in Alarm, Tenn., for a weeks visit with
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls .has reIldiss Patty Branch and Mr. Royce -turned from a vacation trip to
and
Coleman is the guest of Romald Mammoth Springs, Ark.,
Branch at Alamo. Royce and points of interest in Tennessee.

Roundhouse
Round-Up

I

Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Jones and
family of Cayce were the Sunday
glIeStS of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
1 Sutton and family. Rev. andlMis.
from
I Jones have moved here
Mayfield and Rev. Jones is pastor of the Assembly of God
Church at Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Vick of
Ripley, Tenn., spent the weekMrs. Vick's father and
Joan Tighe is the name of this lovely heard it. such dramatic end with
Charles
programs as WLW-NBC's "Curtain' Time" Wednesdays at 10:30 p.m., family Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips and sons.
EST.

PIERCE STATION

PIT
Bar B-Q.
With Hickory Smoked
Flavor
Tasty Hamburgers
—Get a sack full!
Curb serrice
Large parking lot
All sandwiches toasted
I

KAT HUNTER,•Owner

Open till 11: p. m.

PLLOT OAK

Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Col%
Alford Laster of Alamo, Tenn.,
is the guest of his grandmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
Mrs. Arthur Birmingham._
entertained Friday evening with
Mr_ and Mrs. Carney Wrather a supper
honoring his sister, Mrs.
of Mayfield spent Friday night
Barkley Parrish of Tampa, Fla.
with Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Those present were, Mr. and Mrs.
Long.
Burnal Lowry. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Terrell,
of
Gossoway
Ada
Mrs.
S Gossum and boys, Mr. and
Tenn., spent Friday with Mrs. Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Jimmie Allen
Charles Lowe.
Lowry, James Smith, Miss ShirMr. and Mrs. Eugene Under- ley Ladd, Gilbert Ladd, Mr. and
wood and family of Beelerton Mrs John Ladd of Fulgham, Mrs.
spent Sunday with his reather, Owen Jackson ot Clinton and
Mrs. Mary Underwood.
Marshall Lowry.
Mrs. Johnnie Holland and LinMr. and Mrs. Hub Wray have
da, Mrs. Elmer Liliker and returned to their home in DeJudy spent Friday afternoon troit, Mich.. alter visiting relawith Mrs. William E. Long.
tives and friends of this comMrs. Roy Adams and Mrs. Hu- munity and in Mc1Cenzie, Tenn.
spent
Fulton
bert Adams of
Mrs. Mary Collins has completThursday of last week with Mrs. ed a 6x12 ft. painting fOr the
Bud Stem.
Milburn, Ky., Baptist Church.
Mrs. Martha Elder and Mrs.
Mrs. Lela Bushart and Mrs.
Tenn..
Jessie Raines of Kenton,
Mary Nell Gossum shopped in
Raines'
were the guests of Mrs.
Fulton, Monday.
daughter, Mrs. Jack Lowe last
Mrs Barkley Parrish, Mrs. P.
Friday.
G. Lowry, Jimmie AP/2n Lowry.
last
spent
Birmingham
G. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry, Mr
week with relatives in Alamo, and Mrs. Burnal Lowry, Mr. and
Tenn.
Mrs. R. S. Gossum, Jerry and
Howard Rogers is on the sick Larry Gossum and Mrs. Owen
list.
Jackson were supper guests of
Miss Nancy Hall is improving at Mr.-and Mrs. John Ladd Wednesthe Fulton Hospital from an op-1 day evening.
eration for appendicitis.
Brother Alonzo Williams of
Mrs. Kelly French is improv- Paducah, Ky., will begin a ten
mg at her home after a two week I day meeting at the Pilot Oak
•tay in Jones Clinic.
Church of Christ Sunday morn-

Fair Visitors!
Come To Ray's For

RAY'S SANDWKH SHOP

•

Mr. - and Mrs. Jim McFaddin
and family of Palmersville, Tenn
Spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Sutton and family
Most of our children will start
to school this Monday as school
opens at Cayce. Logston has been
postponed because of polio.
The Massey child and the Pinion child of near Jordon have
been removed from the hospital
in Paducah to the hospital in
Louisville. We hope for each of
them a speedy recovery.
Tommie and Jimmie Jackson
of Clinton spent the weekend
with their mother, Mrs. Bill Covington and Mr. Covington and
their grandmother Mrs. Maggie
Bell.
Albert Moore spent Sunday
with the Sutton children.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Daughty of Mayfield attended churcn
at the Mission on Sunday. The
Daughty's moved to Mayfield
ftom this community.
Vanford Smiley of Riceville
spent Monday morning 1,vith Edgar Grissom.

Satttrday Specials
99c

FAMILIAR SIGHTS in the cities, towns and
rural sections of Kentucky are telephone folka
building new facilities to make your telephone
service bigger and better.
New buildings being erected ... new central
office facilities being installed . . . more poles.
more cable going into use ... more _and more ol
what it takes to improve and enlarge the telephone network so vitally important to the growth
and prosperity of the state.
Our postwar program of constniction of new
is the largest in the history of the state.
And it is producing abundant results—providing
telephones for more and more people, improving
service for all telephone users.
The demand for telephone service has been
oeveral times greater than before the war. So has
our construction program to meet that demand!
And all this expanding activity is focused'on a
single goal—to give the people of Kentucky the
finest telephone servite it is possible to provide.

C. J. Yates,
Kentucky Minuses _
SOUTHERN

SILL

TILIPHONI

AND

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

GENERAL(k- ELECTRIC

Spacemaker Refrigerator
OIL HEATER

•
Prorides

TWICE THE HEAT
WITH LESS OIL
IN YOIIR HOME

Platform Rockers

More and Better
Telephone Service for
Kentucky

The Refrigerator MOST Women Want MOST!

Metai Kitchen Stools
Your Choice
Of Colors

am
the
de5:1,

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Anderson and children Sur.day.
the
They attended church at
Mission Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
attended church at Cayce Sunday evening.

ing.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
L. Kasnow has as his guest his
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates vis"Christ Jesus" is the subject of
nephew, Paul Kasnow of St. ited Mr. and Mrs. John Yates
the Lesson-Sermon which will be
Louis, Mo.
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Helen Floyd was hostess read in all Christian Science
at her home Tuesday afternoon churches throughout the world
with a shower for Mr. and Mrs. on Sunday, August 28, 1999.
The Golden Text is: "God so
L. T. Williams, honoring their
young 8-month-old son, Michael loved the world, that he gave his
Dale which they recently adopt- only begotten Son, that whosoed. Games were played and many ever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."
lovely _gifts were received.
which ,
Among the citations
Mrs. Emma Grissom is a patient at the Jones Clinic in Ful- comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
ton
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry had ,
as their guests Sunday evening. I
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Burnal Lowry, Mr. and '
Mrs R. S. Gossum and boysH
Marshall Lowry, Mr. and Mrs.!
Richard Lowry, Mr. and Mrs.
Shorty Duncan and Mrs. Barkley '
parrish 91 Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Par- ;
rish and Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
spent the night and returned
Monday to their home.

in our Au9ust Furniture Sale!

ing . . . Think not that I
come to destroy the law, or
prophets: I am not come to
stroy, but to fulfill." (Matt.
2, 17).

EIGHT
Cubic Feet of
Refrigerated
Storage Space
In The Floor
Space Formerly
Occupied by

'13.95

SIX
•

Table Lamps

'2.95

Model NC-8

$269.95
Also NB-8

$119.95

Fulton Hdw. & Furn. Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone 1

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
208 LAKE ST.

TRADE NOW AND SEE HOW SIEGLER
SAVES AS IT PAYS FOR ITSELF

Plus GE's famous "Sealed-In" Refrigerating System
More Than Two Million Have Been In Use 10 Years or Longer!
Plus Twelve Convenience features engineered for Greater Economy of Space,
Maximum Storage Space in the Small
Kitchen!

Fulton Hdw. & Furn. Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone 11

Fi
411•=

MI
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY Editor

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

sse

['BONE

Junior Woman's Club Making Plans For
Elaborate Showing Of New Fall Fashions

or

Plans are underway for the
Fourth Annual Fall Fashion
Show sponsored by the Junior
Woman's Club of Fulton, which
will be held at the Womans' Club
Building, Tuesday, September 27,
at 8:00 p.m. There will be no
bridge party in conjunction with
this year's show as in the past
so every effort is being put forth
to make this a bigger and better
show than any previous one
staged in Fulton.
Local merchants will present
their newest fashions with Fulton's young ladies as models.
Tickets may be purchased in

advance from club members or
at the door Por 50 cents.
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Jr. is general chairman of the show and
she has named the following
committees and chairmen:
Program—Mrs. Edward Benedict: Arrangements—Mrs. Fred
Homra; Decorations—Mrs. Theodore Kramer, Jr.; Seating Mrs.
Eugene Hoodenpyle; Tickets—
Mrs. David Phelps; Refreshments
—Mrs. Roy Hamby: Publicity—
Mrs. Eugene Waggoner.

NORTON-STEPHENS
NUPTIALS PLEDGED
IN LEXINGTON, KY.
Miss Pauline Jane Norton,
daughter of Mrs. Josephine Norton of L,exington and Joseph C.
Stephens, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M -S- 1664
C A. Stephens of Fulton were
"Don't you just love die smell of Aututnn, Mr.
Feezil?"
wed Sunday, August 14, at 4
o'clock at the Immanuel Baptist
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Church in Lexington with the
Double Feature
James for the Fulton ladies with a 49,
Rev. Elwyn •Wilkinson officiating as best inan. Ushers were
L. Chandler, Robert Wester, John and Mrs. J. T. Howard won the
at the double ring ceremony.
ball for low putts.
Roberts and Jerry Hertz. •
The bride was given in mar- I
After the ceremony, a recepFRONTIER!
RENEG ADE
Golfers attending from Fulriage by her brother, Richard tion was held at the home of ton were: Mesdames Joe Hall, J.
FLAMING
Howard Norton and Miss Kaye Mrs. Luster Lewis at 447 Colum- H. Maddox, Hoyt Moore, Russ
ON
Garrett of Park City, Ky., was bia avenue.
Anderson, Jasper Vowel!, Ward
her only attendant.
The couple left for a wedding Bushart, J. T. Howard , Harry
trip to Niagara Falls and Cana- Bushart, Louis Weaks. Maxwell
William Gerald Mullins served da, after which they will make
I
McDade, C. H. McDaniels, Frank
their home at 308 West Sixth Beadles, Uel Killebrew, Parks
ktreet, Lexington, Ky.
Weaks, and Misses Mary Homra,
' The bride is a graduate of Andy DeMyer, and Marian Maxatand
Henry Clay High School
field.
101
1000
tended the University of Kenfrom
graduated
Bridge players included—Mrs.
tucky. She was
M-S-51 I
the Good Samaritan Hospital Ann Hornbeak, Mrs. R. H.
White arid her houseguest, Mrs.
School of Nursing.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
A graduate of Fulton High Alton Butler of Ponca City,
Double Feature
School, the bridegrooms served Okla., Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, Mrs.
two years in the Army and was Jack Thorpe, Mrs. Louis Weaks,
WNW
stationed in Germany. He now lyIrs. Harvey Maddox and Mrs.
plus
is a student in the College of En- Frank Beadles.
gineering at the University of
MRS. McALISTER
Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Steph- HONORED WITH
ens, parents of the groom, and BIRTHDAY PARTY
On Wednesday evening, AugMrs David Sundwick and little
gathdaughter, Marda, attended the ust 17, friends and relatives
ered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ceremony.
Will Puckett for a surprise birthThrill to the fury
day suPner honoring their daughFULTON'S LADY
of battle between a
ter, Mrs. J C. McAlister. The
GOLFERS PLAY
roes-maddened elk
table was toeautifully decorated
CITY
UNION
IN
ond the stallion
and
The ladies of the Fulton and with a tier birthday cake
king of the
Country Clubs were summer cut flowers. The event
Metropolis
Rockiest
the
the guests of the Union City Club was also a celebration of
Campbell.
Friday at their weekly Ladies birthdays of Chester
H. E.
Day. The day was spent playing Mrs. Lila Bradley and Mrs,
Wilson.
golf and bridge.
Mrs. McAlister received many
Mrs. Hoyt Moore was medalist

IORPHEUM

FULTON

BIGGER...BETTER
BEFORE!
THAN EVER

Page 3

lovely and useful gifts.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. C. L Haskell, Mr. and Mrs.
Claude McAlister, Mr. and Mrs.
Lila Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold
Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Bradley, Mrs. Arthur Rose, Mr.
and Mrs. Neal McAlister, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Campbell, Donnie Charlton, Jerry
Bradley,
Mikie McAlister, Glenn Puckett
and J. C. MeAlister.
Misses Sue and Merilyn Charlton, Jonell and Brenda Rose,
Runeltia Hopkins, Sharrey and
Suzanne Johnson, Odell Puckett,
and Sandra McAlister.

tRA

I MART04

DA'VIS FAMILY
HAS REUNION AT
COLUMBUS PARK
Members of the Davis family
or this vicinity had a family reunion Sunday at Columbus Park.
Each brought a dish for the delectable picnic dinner that was
spread at noon.
Those attending were: Mr and
Mrs. S. L. Binford and betty
Mrs. Goldie Hargrave and son
of Puxico, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Roberson and children,
Charles Edward and Annette,
Mrs. Lena Roberson of Morehouse, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Edmondson of Rutherford, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brown and
Betty, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bondurant and son, Marshall, Mr
and Mrs. Rob Adams and son',
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Davis, all of
Cayce Mrs. Wilson Hepler of
Woodland Mills, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. John Luther Rogers. Charles
and Edwin Trevathan Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Murphy and Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Davis of Fulton.

T!

foil ma
roil mole • wita WESTCOTT. DOUGLAS KENN
porno BARE
Weenie
RED STALLION as "DYNAMITE'

/

DT

•

plus

Producod by AUBREY SCHENCK
D...Md by RALPH MURPHY
An EAGLE LION FILMS Prodyclion
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SUN. - MON. - TUES.
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Southern States Cover Crop Seeds Now Available:
$26.00 cwt
Crimson Clover*
$26.00 cwt
Hairy Winter Vetch* _
$17.00 cwt
Domestic Rye Grass

......

.!!5-/Mi..15
.43Li).8i.
.....
• -.ANNE REVERE
TROTTI
.th

(artoon and Comedy

frigMil,ong; enpace,
mal1
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47/
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Grill
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swotr
./A_
ie...
MARY JANE L
SAUNDERS

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Double Feature
GREGORY PECK
ANNE BAXTER

Cartoon—Short and Fox News
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

YELLOW SKY
Barbara

plus

*i null
'mx.
isIwo
,,,,
2,-..-rEctiN,c..
"40,A,a,"/
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Exact Matches — Correlated Corarctsts
in Every Interior Point Finish

74e

MARTIN e.SENOUR
COMPANION 0 COLOR SYSTEM
shows you how to use color in paint lox modern
interior cold exterior home decoration.

STANWYCK

.....„.

miciiAtiEuRriz "--:::.'''':.--•

Cartoon — Newq and Comedy

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

F'ulton

Phone 399

On,

the

ot

ARIIN
COMP ANIC1"
STEM
-"COLOR SY
DECORATING
FOLDER

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Phone 35

Church Street

KEIMINATOR
ERRORS,
t-T\Th‘
1 12nseg .a7
..

elrinatne

NoNa.

6,9, 12, and 20 cubic foot
capacities for every city
and rural need!
Yes! The best in home freezers — lkyr
Kelvinator, backed by 35 years al
cold.making experience! Ilere are
freezers that are designed right, styled!
right, priced right to fit your needle.
your kitchen, your budget! All few
walls and bottom of fast-freezing iraio
tion fully refrigerated. Table-top, lib.
up lids. Plus-powered by husky sew.
nomical Kelvinator Polarsphere eel&
maker. Come in and see them!
small

310 pounds in amaziney
9 cu. ft. Stores
kitchen space Separate freezing compartment. Table height, balanced lid witla kick.
Kelvinator beauty, quality, dependability
and economy. See it! Own It! ONLY • • •
$219.95

YOU ARE PAYING FOR A FREEZER!
EVERY DAY.. , WHY NOT HAVE IT
TO ENJOY IN YOUR HOME!

_

*Legumes, which should be inoculated to assure best
results.
FERTILIZERS FOR FALL APPLICATION:
$37.00 ton
2-12-6
$49.75 ton
3-18-9
__ $39.00 ton
0-12-12
__ $57.00 ton
46% Phosphate
$ 3.95 cwt
Ammonium nitrate
$
3.25 cwt
Nitrate of Soda

j

ea, a
v

Savs Food... Southern States eovec
crops provide good late fall, winter or
early spring pasture. Help keep your
feed costs low.

Increas• Future Yialds—Cover crops
keep your fertile topsoil in place. They
add valuable plant food to the soil
and prevent soil erosion and the lost
of available plant food...cover crops
assure you of greater yields.

even "The Paleface"
pales by eomporisonl

6, LAMAR

CA. MUZZALL and SON

Enrich the Soil—Cover crops can be
used as green manure. In this way they
add organic matter and increase the
fertility of your soil. This practice wiN
cut your future fertilizer bills.

3.

Added Cartoon

LANG

Call 949

A.

sal(ft!
iji4

Illieeed 6,*AIM

Prevent Excessive Soil Erosion —•
Cover crops hold the fertility of your
soil by preventing erosion. They save
you untold dollars in lost fertility.

Recleaned and Good Test.
Will Take Orders Now For Seed.

OF
UNE
.
e
Vil
NOW

Plant S9Lthera States
CcifER7tIo-Pri
;And Prdit 4 ways!

1

FORKED DEER TURF OATS

Miss Margaret Robbins of Akron, O., is the guest of her aunt I
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Walter !
Evans at their home on Eddings
street.
1
Mr. and Mrs. H F. Dezonia and
sons, Barry and Bobby of Mem-1207
phis are the guests of relatives
here.

PANV

CINECOLOR

For Sale:

szeg,...„—,eme*Netw

A te•ritic b u y
6 cu. Stores
210 pounds
Separate freezing and storage sec
time. Two wire baskets. Compact
. space-saving Table top Ind
awed lid with lock Kelvinatot
quality and dependability.

ft.

Only $339.95

12 cu.ft. rt`,1.17
all 'nut walls and bottoms of
separate fast freezing section. Bal
anoed lid with kick 3 wire baskets.
More .•tue for your dollars than
you've ever seen

Only $389.95

nd CM
'00
P storagePari
"
"‘
20 cu.ft. 'Three
Big food
aim.
partments with adjustable dividers. Twain
large storage baskets .. extra-vain* he.
tures avers here Plus-powered with seer
nomical and dependable eolarspbere.
ultimate lot farm or large home

Only 5564.95

nldps. Snag and la*
ke-sstir proJenf
•Suipennad poplar*. 1Nlio.r,, row ARAN
laws eelpa. 904Nr•La prices AM spesiNlaliona token A dunes .niihnng flan..

CityrElectric and Tire Company
PHONE 401

MANY FARMERS
USE PHOSPHATE

Friday, Aul
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front-page article. This was a di-1
rect mismterpretation of the fiscal policy of the Division of Public Assistance. The article charged that since the division failed
to., expend the full amount appropriated for the first year of
the biennium, that the needy pei.sons were deprived of the, unexpended funds plus the amount of
federaj funds which would have
been matched to the state funds."

BARNES DEPLORES
C-J NEWS STORY

OWL DI

inaccuriCies and
ploring
ng
Many farniiii,. 01.,
in a news
stone and rock phospnate in pre- misrepresentations
public asparing seed beds for winter cov- story on the state's
(appearing in
er crops and the seeciing of small sistance program
Courier-Journal
grains according to Chas. E. the Lotusviiie
of Htigh MorWright, chairman, Fulton County under the by-line
ris, Wednesday. August 17,) Vego!
ACA.
, DepartAlthough many tor.s are being E. Barnes. commissioner
PERSONALS
Security which
applied there are approximately'ment of Economic
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans are
said
program,
the
administers
farmers
only 25 percent of the
or flagrant hand- visiting their son, Dr. Ben Evtaking advantage of the conserva_ that such loose
breeds public : ans and family in Water Valley.
facts
the
of
ling
furnished
are
tion materials that
easily cause ,
might
and
distrust
Wright
Mr.
program,
by the ACA
among Kentucky's! Mil17i.ss Polly Penn, houseguest
distress
great
said.
and Miss Marilee Beadles, has reblind,
There are many other ways in needy aged, needy
turned to her home in Lakeland,
which farm payments may be dependent children.
a short visit here.
Barnes, in a statement to the Fla., after
earned. The county cornmittee
Mrs-Kathleen Reisenberger cf
feels that by using limestone and 'Courier Journal, called attention Naples, N. Y., is visiting her
phosphate a reserve in soil ferti- to the errors and misinterpreta- daughter. Mrs. J. L. Jones. Jr.,'
lity and a strong reserve of soil tions in the reporter's account
a and Dr. Jones.
fertility has a security equal to. and the newspaper carried
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, Mrs' M.
or greater than, a reserve bank front page corrective story in its
W. Haws, Miss Mary Lee Haws.
18
August
morning,
Thursday
account.
and
how-j Miss Lois Jean Hindman
The 1949 program ends De- issue. Barnes pointed out,
house guests, Rodney Miller of
I
persOn
every
unless
that
ever,
cember 31, 1949. Usually weather
Friday
story is Gaithersburg. Md., Silent
conditions prevent the farmers who read the erroneous
in 'Memphis and attended "New
1
facts,
the
of
aware
fully
made
from doing many things planned
Moon" at the MOAT.
in the fall of the year The pay- the damage to the program can-f.
written-of
be
!not
program
ments made by the ACA
"The department has never
are as follows in Fulton County:
Limestone, $1.85 per ton; rock asked the press for special favor
phosphate. $9.00 per ton. These but in view of the seriousness 'of FOR SALE: One baby bed and
two materials may be used under the charges made b2.- the Frank- • stroller in good condition. reaany crop. Payments for 18 per- fort reporter, and in light of the ;I
sonably priced. Inquire at the
cent, 19 percent and 20 percent fact that the public assistance
News office. Fulton.
_ _
Super Phosphate, 04 1-2 cents program in Kentucky and the !
per pound cif available P205. nation may be hurt. I am asking , AUTO GLASS installed. Fultor.
216
,
thus 20 percent phosphate earns the newspapers of the state to
Paint and Glass Co.,
.90c per hundred poCiids. Par- help us try to repair the damage,-' Church.
ment for concentrated Superphos- Barnes said.
1941
Commissioner Barnes' -state- FOR SALE: DelUx model
phate 45 per:ent. 46 percent and
Kelvinator stove. Frark W'g47 percent. 3 1-2 cents per pound ment follows:
gins, Phone 837.
of available P205. This rate is
"Needy recipients of Public
equal to $1.64 per trundred pounds Assistance in Kentucky have not QUALITY APPLES FOR- SALE
on 47 percent Super Phosphate. been deprived of $1.250,000 in
Paducah, Fall Beauty and .h.s
'These phosphates .must be appji- 'benefits as was charged in the
nathan; other varieties later
and
crops
conserving
soil
to
ed
and through the season. Letthe
to
limited
be
must
PaPnent
GI Insurance I cher A. Watkins. Crutchfield,
minimum assistartce set up for ial $2.800.000.000
Ky. .
dividend were reminded today
each farm.
blanks Will not !
SALE: Nice. gentle, 5-gaitFOR
The county ACA office person- that application
:
August 29.
nel will issue purchase orders to be available until
ed saddle horse. $50. Norman
explainwas
it
veterans,
Some
Terry, Phone 736-J.
anyone who is eligible and will
calling or writing
assist farmers in any way possi- ed, have been
blanks.
application
the
for
VA
SALE: Certified Ky. 31 FesFOR
ble to make their good land betapparently under the mistaken
cue. -970 per 100 lbs. Nclkfrritin
ter.
impression that August 29th v.-as
Terry, Phone 736-J.
the deadline tor application
Vets:
und
School-Bo
"August 29," VA officials stress: FOR RENT: New store building
on Commercial avenue; 24 feet
ed. "is the first day applications
Get Papers Okayed
w:de. 85 feet deep. Willing to
will be availabt. There will pe
install front to suit tenant. Scc
Veterans planning to attend plenty of time to apply after
ROBERT GRAHAM, Fulton.
school this fall tinder the GI Bill that date."
were advised today to make sure
their certificates of eligibility
are in order.
Attention to this detail now,
VA officials said, will prevent
41.4dollouw...
‘
4-142
last-minute rushes and delays. .
Here are the main points governing VA certificates of eligibility:
-" 1. If the veteran was enrolled
for the recent Spring or Sununer
TOWLE &TER LIN G
terms and plans to continue in ,1
the same school and cOurse this
fan, his present certificate of!
eligibility is vald,
continue in the.
same school but in a different!
course, he should see his school's
registrar to learn whether the
institution requires a supplemental certificate.
3. If he is now in sc.hool but intends to continue his GI Bill education in a different school this
fall, he should apply at once for
a supplemental certificate.
4. If he has no certificate of
any kind, he should apply for
one at his nearest VA office if
eo„.
he intends to enroll for the Fall
term.
5. If he is not now in school
but holds an unused certificate
a
et.
issued before Sept. I, 1948. he
should exchange it now for a new
type certificate if he is planning
to take a rourse this Fall.

436 Lake Stree

3

DAYS
SALE
BIG

OILPint............
MINERALBrand,

i9,

WORTHMORE

CLASSIFIED ADS

N
SACCHARI
1000's---1'4

r011111•

49,
gr.

FREE
SHOPPI

----

STRONG, STURDY, I

TABLETS,

With Each Pure
Department 0

ASPIRIN 100 ...... • •
Bottle
5-Gr.
elNORTHMORE,"
PEROXIDE
HYDROGEN, 1, 2

pint

...............

Whilst Ou
Lc

11C
NE

OF

ALUMINUM
Haarlem Oil

Capsules

25
pITTLE OE

WHISTLING

NtEN'S or LADIES'

TEA KETTLE

Shoe Trees

13,

Keep

Vow ShOtS

Neat

49'

$1.98

Six-thirty

Your new .hoine

...........

etw
,

t more clean, undamting
h
aged grain ... slice .
costs to• minimum with a dependable John Deere No. 12-A
Straight-Through Combine.
You'll appreciate its excellent work in all comhineable
crops... its simple. full-width,
•traight-through construction . . . it• ease of operation
.. . its light weight •nd low
power requirements . . its
lasting strength for field dependability . . . and m•ny
features which offer you maximum satisfaction throughout
its long life. See us soon.

WILLIAMS HDWE.
Phone 169
207 E. 9th
FULTON

JOHN DEERE CP,,..444:7:24,, ,
4.4*....yewraw,e.S;weee

SLASS WAX

14" ttc•Sag Wire Frame

Long lasting, pint

VALUE
ZIPPER BAG
Sale
1
$2.29

RUBBE

All-purposi

HOUSE

For glass, tile, metals.

4-piece mil

price

Vala-Dent

TOOTH
BRUSH
Tutted or
oval

9c

Mastercraft
Just 1. ke Mother's

A real buy at this pricel

Baby

UTILITY BOX

KIDDIE
PURSES

I 59

For fishing. etc.
Cantilever tray---

PIT

Heat resi!
ant glass.

Zinc Stear

NG

A

CANNY business girl wants to
have her Sterling, not just dream
about it. That's where Towle's Place

Setting Plan comes in. It's made

GF
°PEKIN(
Full
pint
Tasteless--gentle.

sentitic
Thoeiralve

to order for any girl's budget
She looks for a lifetime investment in
beauty. (Towle is exquisite solid silver,
with a lustre that time will only enhance.)
Come in and see our selection of lovely
Towle patterns. A six-piece place setting can
oost as little as ;22.50, including Federal Tax.
At this modest price, you can start now to collect

°Lain
coSULES

, Und
OW% h

taws

d4„,
c,4
emex,3cv

Andrews Jewelry Store
22 Church St.

.........fp
(peonu:
,„ n
;
tin:wattle.
":.""f°'Bottle
100

your Towle Sterling!

6-1-‘)

4oist-tos.

59(

Extra Heavy

1

•rley Kat

la
Seconds

irg

Veferans eligible for the spec_

ate"ewer
IL-74244d/

Windows

...........

rlis.

2. If he plans to

HARVEST
NIORE AUSH ELS
PEW-ACRE

Tripie coat
Finish

-VT CI

Cleans

4imiNawr PASIf
TOOTH
37t

I{

ft-Cup

Coffee :

25,000

7.

Vitamin

;

11.110.

11111111 111111 SIM NMI 11111,
Heavy Leather

KEY
CASE
Witb
coupon

9.

(Limit 1)
1111111 Mr NM IOW

take.
easy to

P°te
IPHAt th°

"Ina
10 at
ditilY
_ pq uifemUln
meTt•

29-1'

OLEO
..................
Olatsen
bottle
50-cc

—

Refreshing. Relaxing

cient. P^tencle*w
iency
anmentds.efic

Candy

10c

MII
FRUIT

2
SMOKE

Windproof Zippc

CIGARETTE
LIGHTER
Chrome
finish

Paislays Gardenia
Water Softener
Contains oatmeal,
2-pound package...

69c

5c SACK TOBACCOS
"Rogers" TOBACCO
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BEST LIVE.STOR
IN WEST KENTUCKY

WIN DRUG CO. GRAND
OPEN

Fulton

Lake Street

LE

re'ett Agenrif Drug Stcte

and SAT.
HINKLE PILLS
"Worth000re", Bottle

.
0.4itgaTh4
44
llf•w7
0806 510111

-

FREE

1 7c

100 ------

ZINC OXIDE

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

0/NTAVENT, 1-oz.

STRONG, STURDY, HEAVY KRAFT PAPER

SHOPPING BAG

tube --

1

Oil
synthetic,
Wintergreen
1-oz.
Bottle

With Each Purchase at Our Drug
Department During This Sale
While Our Quantity
Lasts

•

•

THURS., FRI.

t(141111111/1111 fal0131111

---------------

1-1b.

NEEDS

A4C
ip

SWEET POTATOES
from now until the last ones are dug.
We WILL PAY AS MUCH AS ANYONE, and sill buy oi
store your seed; we will alsc store your potatoes.

- The market this week is $2.00-

George E. Burnett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Burnett at Fulton won the Purchase 4-H Club
dairy show at Mayfield on August 15.with his six year old Sybil
Design Ida Sultana. Latter in the
week this same cow was declared
Grand Champion in the Jackson
Purchase.

See or Call Us For Your Crates

MARTIN SWEET POTATO COMPANY
PHONE 334,

n
WITCH
-elure, pint
HAZEL
N°v.. only
........

9

rrino

..................39C

------------------ 1

Any slip in commrvlity prices shows up almost
immediately an 1.-..•riger store shelves. As soon
- prices conies down, we reduce
as our buyin :
our selling pr.2e. Our 67 years of close-to-cost
selling have provc 1,,at. low prices are akgood
for us as they arz for you.

ALKASEL7ZER
Tube 25

49c

..............

,•

ties

POWDER PUFF

Leon
Laraine
or LADIES'

g-Cup

;hoe Trees

Coffee Percolator

p Tour shoes Neat

Triple coated enamei
Finish

$1.79

49'

Bath Brush
89c Value on sale at

Windows

NAXED PAPER

la
Seconds

Nel;ie

7
23

'alley Kate (limit 2)

4oist-tes. 12S-4t. roll

ASS WAX
10.f. 59(
Pint

RUBBER SPONGE

glass, tile, metals

4-piece sewed

HOUSEHOLD CHAMOIS

pnvs

%ran Card
of 30

2 AND

BUY

SAVE

Kidney Beans 2 No. 300 cans 21c Pork and Beans 3 16-oz. cans 29c
Standard

Joan of Arc

Meat
2 No. 2 cans 2.7c Potted
RuSe

Green Beans
Standard

Corn

Hands Feel Softer!

Hunt's
2 No. 2 cans 31c Tomato Sauce

3 8-oz. cans 19c

Evap. Milk

3 tall cans 35c

2 cans 39c

Tamales
Derby

Sausage

FIRE TRUCK
with SIREN

Weyer tray...

Heat resistant glass

50.

Zinc Stearatei_oz.

Plastic or
rubber

Real Value! Low Price!

39,

Hand Scrub and
NAIL BRUSH

Mechanical windup toy with extension
ladder and rubber tires; real siren.

It's Lanolizedl

CREAM
SHAMPOO

89'

GIANT

.
,erapeutic
eLtilot
100--------- 8,___

Three Dips of
Ice Cream!

thee;
ontaina
ot
Deutic dose"
ranAWNIc_07.
‘i'itaint)
inth
1:1"
"
te°"
do
edeficlenr9
'
t 1P
tl.na
enni
ctireat
aliments•

Candy Favorite?
10c

LUXURY

MINT or
FRUIT DROPS
2foric

Air

Package

Stationery POWAY I BUSINESS
/SECRETARY
ENVELOPES
2,kg.lie
Webster
Dictionary
and AaNas
F., bo,,,,,
and office
Nig
900ror pages

JUSt a small amOunt on your fingertips makes a rich, luxuriant lather.

59

1INIIInI • 11=111 11=

MAREE

Nationally Famous

CIGARETTE
UGHTER

DR. GRABOW
PIPES

Chrome
finish

s3 '1 to 3.1)

2 f„r 7c
be SACK TOBACCOS
/ "Rogers" TOBACCO POUCH Leather or plastic PI

WAVE
SET

Keller

ANALGESIC
BALM
Large size
tube

5

Wiftr

coupon
(Limit 11
UM NMI MIR ma

3 pkgs. 10c

2 12-oz. cans 29c Gum

Rice

All fie Varieties

Toilet 'Tissue

Standard

Jelly

3 rolls 25c

2 14-oz. bots. 27c Waldorf

Catsup

2 10-oz. glasses 31c

Mott's Apple

BUY 4 AND SAVE!
4 rolls 33c
Fleece
Toilet Tissue

2 pkgs. 27c

Lipton
Frostee Dessert

4 6-oz. cans 17c

Tomato
Eagle Paste

2 80 ct. pkgs. 23c

Napkins

4 1-1b. cans 24c

Dog Food .
Tep Kick

White

ICED TEA

25-lb. Bag

$1.25 SUGAR

10-Lb. Bag

Pure Cane Graruilated
' 2-Lb. Pkg.

21'

Tender Sweet Peas

PEANUT BUTTER

65' TREET

12- 07.. Can

41'

Armour Star

Kroger Magic Mix

2
PEACHES
2
APPLES
2
PEARS
CAULIFLOWER
POTATOES 10

No. 303 Can

49' GREEN GIANT

Kroger Special Blend

t. S. Graded Good or Choice
LBS.

29' CHUCK ROAST
25( SHORT RIBS °"'"
is( FRYERS
SALT MEAT
19
OCEAN PERCH
U. S. Graded Good or Choice

Crisp Red Jonathans

LBS.

, 949 Farm Fresh Dressed

Freth Golden Bartlett

LBS.

Top Quality Colorado Mountain Grown
HEAD
II.

3 pkgs. 25c

Je11-0
All Flavors

Calif. Beautiful Freestone Hales

-ideal
s( hoot
too

SMOKERS' SAVI N G S
Windproof Zippo

2 No. 2 cans 25c

Standard Fresh Blackeyes

Cream White

A large
4/
1
2-oz. baffle.-

3 pkgs. 19c

Kroger

CORN MEAL
DIGESTIVE
POWDER

3 1-1b. cans 23c

HI-Life

Gelatin

Kroger

FORMULA 20

25e

GRAND
OPENING FEATURE

Maisel%

Pork and Beans 2 23-oz. cans 29c

Comet

4-Inch
size

BANANA
SPLIT
29c

179

3 2-1b. jars $1.00

Embas.sy Peach

Dog Food

Peas

Now
only

Kroger Pure

Preserves
2 No. % cans 39c

Star Vienna

"TIDEE"
BABY PANTS

3 No. 1-4 cans 19c

Avondale

PERFECTION
HAND CREAM
3.01.

Red and
Pe/low
Plastic

Baby Formula
PITCHER

3 No. 1 cans 25c

Standard Cut Green

Pork and Beans

42c

Olastercraft
riLITY BOX
fishing, etc.
59

3 AND SAVE

2 1-1b. cans 27c Beans

Campbell's

ie

PAPER Towas
rou ..
....................... 17

79(

tqr less
BUY

Chef Line"

29(

All-purpose

BOBBy

45(

7

4/1
.CLEANERS

Cleans

3 _ ()Z. JAR

(

pa

ac

i?

PERFECTION
COLD CREAM

Long Handle
detachable

edera I

41) P
4

............................

Fluffy, White

rot4

MARTIN, TENN.

Our Slip
is Shu.-1

31e

66c Site........

E SS
Ax

We are in the market for

C
ASTORIA

ti:41

=1.1.

Some (.4 the best live stock
produced in West Kentucky may
be found on Fulton County farms,
John Watts, county agent said
today. Proof of this is some of
the winnings of local Pure Bred
Breeders during the last few
weeks.
Ermon Workman of Cayce won
the Fulton District 4-H Club Beef
Calf show at Fulton on August
11, with a Pure Bred Angus Calf,
which he had. purchased from
J. E. Atterbery last November.
Windell Choate of Hickman
has been wining more than his
share of blue ribbons this summer at county fairs all over Western Kentucky with his Polled
Herefords. Recently he had the
Grand Champion Hereford Bull
at the Hopkinsville and M4yfield
fairs.

For
3-oz.children.
bottle
-------------------

16c

EPSOM
u.
S. P.,
SALT
Refined,

SE

ASPIRIN

I green U.s.p.
""5-9r. tab'ets--

7c

Page 5
Cecil Burnett of near Fulton turned Sunday from the Irving
had the Grand Champion Gern- Cobb resort of Kentucky Lake
esy bull at the Mayfield Fair last where they had been spending a
v,'eek. He has won numerous of few day:,.
blue ribbons at the Mayfield and
Mrs. AV. C. Ing
Bowliril
Paducah Fair.
Green, Ky., returned to her
home aft,,,r a short visit with her
sister, Mrs. R. H. Wade
and
PERSONALS
family.$
Mrs. L. O. Bradford and DudMrs. Robert Irving Taylor ,t
ley Morris are spending a two Dyersburg, Tenn., will arrive ,iweeks vacation in Boston and day for
ViSit with her moth .r,
New York City.
Mrs. R. M. Alford at her horne on
Mr. .pnd Mrs. Paul Boyd re- Second street

No. I Washed Red 'Triumphs

LB. 57'
LB. 32'
LB. 5ft

END CUT

( STREAK O'LEAN Center Cut

LB. 27c

Fresh and Tender

LB. 39'
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Edmonson of Rutherford, thy's mother at Hazel, Ky., in
nue Tuesday night. Those pres- H. L.
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brown. honor of her sister, Larve Rhodes.
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery McIntyre
Betty, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Workman, Sue and Bob and Mr. and
Bondurant and Marshall, Mr. and and family visited Sunday afterand Mrs. S. S. Smith, Joy and
Mrs. Robert Adams and son, Mr. noon in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy.
Mrs. Paul Davis, all of Cay- Will Mathews and Nancy.
and
from
obsent
was
Jerry Neale
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gill and
and Mrs. John Luther
Mr.
ce,
work Monday.
Edwin Tre- Carolyn spent Sunday with Mr.
and
Charles
Rogers,
Detroit.
of
Melvin Russel
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Mur- and Mrs. Robert Robey of Water
and Rex Canter of Pilot Oak had vathan,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Valley.
Originated in 1937
and
phy
BarMrs.
and
Mr.
with
supper
of Fulton.
all
Mrs. Gertrude Bennett, LuDavis
Melnight.
Tuesday
Yates
ney
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin trecia and Marietta spent the
Russel is visiting relatives
vin
end with her daughter, Wanda, tere and in Pilot Oak. He is a visited Mr. and Mrs. Dean Lee of weekend in St. Louis with rela10-A SECTION
in Paducah. They enjoyed a fish brother of Mrs. Yates.
Milburn, Ky., Sunday.
tives and friends.
Nellie William.s
Mrs. Lawton
Odell Killebrew spent Monday
Mary Rose King attended the fry with Mr. and
Lake.
the
Hale.
Catherine
Mary
at
Sunday
with
Hall,
night
at
"B" SECTION
Weaver reunion and barbecue
AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ross visMrs. Allene Weaver was hostess
Hopkinsville, Ky., Sunday in the
Nettie Lee Copelen
Detroit
fram
supper
weeks
birthday
surprise
two
ited
a
atto
Mrs. Carey Frieids, Cor.
Maurice
to
home of Mr. and Mrs.
All members are urged
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. tend the Labor Day Rally at Saturday night, in honor of her
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Byars of
Tie Quality
Weaver.
Those Detroit, Mich., are vacationing
Mr. and Mrs. B. McClain and T. G. Clark.
Huntingdon, Tenn., Sept. 3. It husband, George Weaver.
Refrigerator
Welcome Alice Hicks after a is sponsored by Locals of A.C.W. present- were: Mr. and Mrs. Fin- here with his brother. Mr. Pete
son, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
because of illness
Forrest Byars and family.
and Genice Williams enjoyed weeks absence
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor, nis Klutts, James and
for only ...
and death of her little nephew. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Frame
of Gilbert, Marie Moore and FrancSunday at Reel Foot Lake.
Mrs. Ernest Poyner is resting
and
Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Miss Genice Williams spent
Madison, Wis., Mr. and Mrs. Gil- es Underwood.
A WERt
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Burns and nicely after a major operation
and Mrs. son of Alton, Ill., were \supper bert Bowlin and Ken, and Mr.
Mr.
with
weekend
the
aft., arna/
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Noah and Mrs. Guthrie Luther enjoy- Danny spent Sunday with Mr. this past week in the Mayfield
alewn poyamdi Bob Williams.
her Clark Thursday night. They vis- ed a fish fry at Reelfoot Lake and Mrs. Ernest Burns of Cayce. hospital.
Mrs. Alice Sills visited
with Mr.
Miss Carolyn June Hastings of
Dorothy Stephenson went to
father and sister, Mildred Chilcut ited over at Hickman
last Wednesday evening.
Clark.
Detroit, Mich., was entertained
family had a re- Paducah shopping Saturday.
over at Dyersburg, Tenn., Satur- and Mrs. Elbert
Davis
The
Alceon Bazzell and O. D. Cook union at Columbus Park Sun- „ Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Allen and with_a hayride and weiner roast
day. night.
Lake Dor a fish
Those who
Jerry Cavender of Detroit is went to Kentucky
day. Those present wage: Mg. and Janet, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Pear- this past Wednesday.
sport were: Jimmy
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Can- dinner Sunday
Mrs. S. L. Binford and Betty, cey and Danny were Sunday enjoyed the
Nelson, Miss Bobbie Jean
non and Larry.
Mrs. Goldie Hargrave arid son dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
MARY NELL PAGE
Bowlin, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Ed- J. A. Allen.
The following girls enjoyed a
Puxico,
of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey vis- win Roberson, Charles Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathy, Miss Frields and Harold, Gene Robpicnic lunch near the school
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lena Roberson Linda Moore attended the birth- erts and Miss Marene Paige.
campus Monday. Ruth Lewis, ited the latter's
and
Annette,
in Murray
and Mrs. Randall CunningGladys Cannon, Clara Williams. Mrs. Grover Adams
of Morehouse, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. day dinner Sunday of Mrs. Ca- I Mr.
Nellie Williams, Bonnie Deweese, on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
Ruby Barber, Hazel Blalock, Covisiting
vella Belthel, Louise Hutchens, spent Sunday in Cayce
father, L. D. AlexSammie Lou Powers, Hattie Fo...d the former's
Beauton Gill, Lurlene Angel, ander.
Helen Nall and Mary Nell
Bessie Gilbert, Lela Marie Hen011ie Page were in Paducah Saturday
derson, Emma Tarver,
shopping.
Lynch.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Madding and
Mr. Tucker and Bob Williams
Sunday with Mr.
went squirrel hunting Monday family- spent
and Mrs. Chester-Simon and Mr.
evening.
Simon.
The next time you two go hunt- and Mrs. Tommie
Gladys and Marie Moore spent
ing you better carry a two-way
in Mayfield
radio along, so you two can talk Saturday afternoon
to one another when Mr. Tuck.-2r shoppiqg.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bethel and
gets lost, or Mr. Tucker had betfamily of Detroit are visiting
ter carry a compass.
They were
Mr. and Mrs. 01lin Williams relatives in Fulton.
the illvisited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Can- called home because of
(MODIL LA41)
ness of Mr. Bethel's fathef v..ho
non Monday night.
I. C.
I know about six girls that like has been a patient in the
• TALL BOTTLE ZONE
to play on a hay rack. My request Hospital in Paducah.
for iced drinks!
J. E. Ruddle was honored on
is for Henry I to put one on the
his fifty-seventh birthday with
on.
play
to
for
them
lot
parking
•LARGE SPEED FREEZER
Georgia Neely sure can do the an out door picnic at Noble Park
.for frosty desserts!
black bottom with a busket of in Paducah. Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle, Mrs.
•40 POP-OUT ICE CUBES!
water.
41143...A
Charlie Burgess Newton Ruddle and daughter and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
'santalaw
•EXTRA SHELF SPACE
visited Marie and Martha Ann Rex Ruddle of Fulton, Mr. and
•uvrA
11,11.
'710.
...for salads!
Nom., •••••Mrs. Paul Chapman and Mr.
Gore over the weekend.
-..r/IP
0:074rAr,view.
pig
and
Mayfield
of
Chapman
Amos
Alton
Mr. and Mrs_ James
•PLUS OTHER GREAT HOT.
secs —
Choate and Ann Carol spent Sun- Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Parker and
POINT FEATURES
day with 011ie Lynch and sons. daughter of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Choate visited Mr. and Mrs. Eldred Choate and Russ and Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Bethel were in Paducah SaturSunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland day- afternoon shopping.
Taylor, Jr.,
Phone 201 and son visited their son in Pa- Mr. and Mrs. Earlweiner
7,17 Main
roast
entertained with a
ducah Sunday.
Mrs. Eura Hall spent the week- at their hame on Cleveland ave-

!,
KEEP q1111
se
choo

--

7*(44 77.00,
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

110IPpili

ham of Paducah are spending
their vacatjon here and in Dresden, Tenn., where they are
guests Of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hayes of
Detroit announced the arrival
of a son, Roger Allen, a few days
ago. Mother and son are doing
nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Puckett left
this past week for Detroit, Mich.
They were accompanied b y their
niece, Carolyn Hastings, who
spent the summer here with her
sister, Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Mr. Frields.
Tobacco cutting seems to be
the order of the day and many
farmers are housing this week.
The dark-fired and air-cured
type proves to be Of very good
quality. Some proper bundling
and curing is done by all, which
will bring a fancy price.
Some hay sowing is being done
and the crops are exceptionally
good, but- due to continued rains
and humid weather, many tons
are lost.
Rev. Jack McClain filled his
regular Sabbath Day appointment at Salem Church this past
Sunday.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

7.4,4kaym,u,./
YouCallt Ilot
As $18 Down
t As Little
PaYrnents
W'eekly
Small
L,

FOR THIS GEHUINE FULL-

itwirigiSOPYivaids 'vase 744ea/44es
ISHWASHING is fun when a new automatic
electric dishwasher takes over the work. Just
scrape your dishes,* and tuck them into the
dishwasher along with the glassware and knives and
forks. Add soap, close the door, set the switch —
and forget about them.
You'll come back to find your dishes squeaky clean
and dry. Put in your finest china and glassware without worry, because nothing moves but the water.
Remember, the hotter the water, the cleaner your
dishes, glasses and silverware will be, and the less
apt to have water spots.
Our average dishwasher family stacks breakfast
and lunch dishes in tho dishwasher, actually uses it
only once or twice a day. If you've soiled lots of pots
and pans, let them wash while you're eating dinner.
So it's off to the early show, or into she living
room with the rest of the family when you've an
automatic eleciric dishwasher. And, like your other
electric appliances, it costs very little to operate.

D

SI1E FEATURE-PACKED

4e, d7.

Illgoin-Hotpoint sots the pace
ith the greatest range value
•
'en the market. It's a brand new
1II49 Automatic Electric Range
feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
biome. Look at all the great
Inituret you get with Hotpoint!

The Dishwashing Center is only ene of the three electric
time-saving centers in the kischen.z_Build your Preparation
Center around the electric refrigerates. Surround your range,
sink, and refrigerator with appropriate cabinets and work
surfaces.

*Good-bye To
Messy Garbage

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

kt World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!

Your entire kitchen can
be practical, and pretty
.... Of course, it's electric!

• Fast-startIno Calrodi Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt HI-Speed Broiler!

• Oven Rack Guide & Broiler Measure!

Those big savings
you've we/Hod are
HERE! Come in now—
see Hotpoint's 1940
Kitchen and Homo.

• Add-r•sisting top, porcelain finish!

Laundry Appliances.

• Deepwell Cooker• Cooking Chart!

Complete your All-Elec ric kitchen by making an automatic
electric range the heart of your Cooking Center. It isn't
necessary to build your dream kitchen all at once. Build a
"center" at a time as you can afford it.

SEE THF ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHEN AT YOUR DEALER'S 'VI

1100.11.

• 1-plece body, all-steel construcilonl

Installation of garbage disposal unit frees you forever
from odors, soggy paper sacks,
and unsightly kitchen garbage
cans. Scrape everything but cans
and bottles into your disposal unit.
The unit grinds up the refuse, and
flushes it down the drain. It can be
used safely on properly sized septic
tank systems.
•

BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores.— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201

UTILITIES

dr

COMPANY

stirostotwo

1286 Men "inn Women Striving To Serve You Better
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When You Come To The Fair Next Week Don't Pail
To Come To Fulton Electric & Furniture Company And

Browse Around For Bargains
THOUSANDS OF SHOPPERS HAVE. BEEN HAPPY over
the bargains they have found in our store since we started our
Ogantic, store-wide selling out. ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR aout our values ... come in now and SEE FOR YOURSELF
how much your cash money will take home- in real bargains.

WE HAVE LOST OUR LEASE and our time is almost up. Our
loss is your gain. If you haven't shopped at our store lately
come in and browse around. Bring along the cash and let it talk
for you.

ost.
v. Jack McClain filled his
lar Sabbath Day appoint. at Salem Church this past
lay.

TRIM1 DRAPERIES

Extra Special!

BEE BRAND INSECT SPRAY
With DDT Added

Slightly Used

now 25c

Pint Size, Reg. 30c

now 15c

OUR CLOSEOUT PRICE

78c PAIR

$79.95

ALL STOVES-RANGES-HEATERS

OIL COOK
STOVES

44ne of the tIlree electrac

and

_Build your Preparation
I. Surround your range,
?ate cabinets and work
%•
••
4

Comblete with batteries
Who says we're not crazy!

PANY

Various colors and patterns in 54-inch wide oilcloth ; regular price 75c
per yard.
Our Closeout Price:

Tapestry fabric lo-unge chair and ottoman
to match; regular price $29.50; Both for .

Your choice of the bags
and trunks that we have
left for ....

Last Chance ... Hurry!.

METAL UTILITY CABINETS

HALF PRICE

OIL HEATERS

2-door, 5-shelf size; Reg. price $21.95;
OUR CLOSEOUT PRICE
$15.95
•

FROGIL pallor-type circulating oil
heater; :3-4 room size, nice looking
cabinet, Reg. price $109.95 now $51.98

2-door, 5-shelf size; Reg. price $24.95;
OUR CLOSEOUT PRICE

SAVOIL portable bathroom oil heaters; Reg. price $12.95, now
$6.18

One Only

Half-Price

SAVOIL 2-burner, parlor-type heater
with jacket, Reg. $36.95 now
$18.18

KITCHEN CABINET

55'yd.

'9.95

LUGGAGE FOR SCHOOL

SURE-HEAT one-burner one-room
heater with 3-gallon tank. Reg. price
$42.95, now reduced to
$21.18

45'yd.

Original Price $59.95
OUR PRICE $24.95

t
SI9 - 323 WALNUT ST.•••• SAKeAVOI.Ve.9k1 it,

FULTON, K

•••

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
1. Some Enchanted
Evening
2. Room Full of
Roses

4. Baby, It's Cold
Outside
5. You're Breaking
My Heart

NI III•IN IN NI NI

21
.50

In our record department:

3. Again

fULTON alITRICdflifINITLIU co.

$17.45

1-door,5 adjustable shelves$
Reg. price $27.50;
Our closeout price

(Slightly used, but good as
new).

OILCLOTH
Various colors and patterns in 46-inch wide oilcloth; regular price 65c
per yard;
Our Closeout Prke:

CHAIR & OTTOMAN SETS

•

_

by making an automatic
)oking Center. It isn't
n all at once. Build a
it.

Also a few ,1:otguns left;
ONE-THIRD OFF

99c

WOOD AND
COAL RANGES

CLOSING OUT

EGULAR PRICE

Complete with batteries
Our regular $1.75
flashlights,
SPECIAL! 59c

OLD KENTUCKY HOME large size hot blast heaters,
Reg. $42.95, Reduced to
$21.18
OLD KENTUCKY HOME medium size hot blast heaters,
Regular $31.50, Reduced to ____
$15.75
OLD KENTUCKY HOME small size hot blast heaters,
Regular $2C.95, Reduced to ____
_
_
$13.48
IVY large Wood heaters, Regular $31.95, now
$15.98
IVY small Wood heaters, Regular $27.50, Now
$13.75
WILSON hot blast heaters, large size; Regular $44.95
Now Reduced To ____
_
_
$22.18
CANNON HEATERS,Regular $64.50 Now
$33.25
__
DIXIE NO.-SMOKE, magazine circulating type, 100-1b. capacity, Regular $99.50, now $19.75; plain type, 100-lb capacity.
Regular $54.95 now reduced to ____
_ $27.18
KOL-GAS, warm-morning type; 100-lb. capacity; Regular
$54.!'5, now reduced to ____
$27.18
With extra fuel-saving attachment, Reg, $64.95
, $32.18
ALL ACCESSORIES, HALF-PRICE
Take your pick of pipe, shovels, elbows, floor pads,
hods, scoops, etc., etc.

t's electric!

20`‘ OFF

SPECIAL
Our regular $2 and $2.50
flashlights,
SPECIAL!

HEATMG STOVES

tchen can
id pretty

SHOTGUN SHELLS

FLASHLIGHT

NOW HALF PRICE

;e dbaes

12-16-20 Gauge

Table top, all-porcelain; 5-burners; eomplete with electric clock,
time-r and light; condiment set.
Guaranteed perfect. Sold new for
$159.95; our price:

Regular price, 98c pair
Quart Size, Reg. 50c

Squirrel Hunters, Attention!

PERFECTION OIL STOVE

Fine assortment of patterns and
- colors; tie-backs included with
each pair.

III NI
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6. Riders in the Sky
7. Bali Ha'i
8. The Four Winds
and the Seven Seas
9. Forever and

T'

10. I Don't See Mc
In Your Eyes
Anymore.

INI MI IN IN II IN

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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- —

The

Woman's Page
PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, kilitor,
YOUNG PEOPLE
ENJOY SUPPER
AND HAYRIDE
The members of the Young
Peoples' Department of the First
Methodist church enjoyed a spaghetti supper and hayride last
Friday night. Mrs. T. J. Kramer,
Jr., Mrs Elbert Johns, Mrs. J.H.
Patterson, teachers in the department accompanied the group
as chaperones.
The supper, held on the lawn
at Mrs. Johns' home, consisted
of spaghetti, slaw, hot rolls, relishes and iced tea. After the
group returned from the hayride they were served homemade ice cream and homemade
cake on the Johns' lawn.

Members and visitors who 'enjoyed the evening were: Alma
Ruth Phillips, Patsy Green, Nelle
Speight, Jean Crocker, Sue Easley, Patsy Merryman, Ann Fuzzell, Janice Wheeler, Mary Ann
Brady, Betty Gordon Buckingham, Eddie Matlock, Carmen
Pigue, Nancy Jones, Ann Latta,
Cissy Mutphy,
Nancy Wilson,
Ann McDade, Jerry Atkins, JimMcCollum,
Hale, Billy
my
Adrian
Charles King, Arnold,
Mann, Dan Collins, Billy BrownHolland, Patricia
ing, Billy
Browder of Lansing, Mich., and
Nancy Boone of Trenton, Tenn.
Others attending were Rev.
and Mrs. W. E. Mischke and
Mapy Ellen, Mr. and Mrs. Roper

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING!
Balbo Rye ... Alfalfa ... Rye Grass ... Fescue;
Crimson, Ladino, Red, Sweet Clovers; Vetch,
Red Top and Orchard Grass
•
Complete Line Of We Are Equipped To
Clean All Kinds Of

SPRAYS

FIELD SEEDS

l'nr All Kinds of Vegetables,
Tobacco, etc.

1

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR CORN
Highest Market Prices!

We are now dealers for

We A/so

HANNA'S PAINTS GRIND AND MIX
and oils, turpentine,
brushes

Your Own Feeds As
You Want Them.

1 SURGE MILKING MACHINES IN STOCK
Installed In Four Hours.
METAL ROOFING, ASPHALT SHINGLES

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
PHONES 602-603

Fields and Tommy, Mr. and LOTTIE MOON
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., Elbert CIRCLE MEETS
Johns, Carol and Elbert Johns, MONDAY NIGHT
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Jr.
First Baptist Church met Monday night in the hoine of Mrs.
MRS. ROGERS
James Warren, with Mrs. SterMEDALIST AT
ling Bennett as co-hostess.
CLUB TUESDAY
The meeting was opened with
The ladies of the Fulton Coun- pray&i: by the chairman, Mrs.
try Club enjoyed a delicious pic- Charles Looney who also connic lunch on the lawn of the club ducted a business session. Miss
Tuesday.
Nell Mooneyham had charge of
the program. The meeting was
Golf was played and some of
dismissed with prayer by Mrs.
the championship and handicap
W. M. Scott.
tournament matches were played
After the business session deoff during the afternoon.
lerved
Mrs. Buren Rogers was meda- licious refreshments were
Benlist for the regular Tuesday play. by Mrs. Warren and Mrs.
present.
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel and Mrs. J. nett to 17 .members
T. Howard tied in the "Bingle
Bangle Bungle" contest and Mrs. MRS, T. M. FRANKLIN
BRIDGE
Howard won the ball in the draw. ENTERTAINS
Those present included: Mrs. CLUB AT HER HOME
Elvis Campbell of Bowling
Mrs. T. M. Franklin was hostGreen, Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs. ess to the Tuesday
afternoon
Buren
Mrs.
McDaniels,
H.
C.
bridge club at her home on Third
Rogers, Mrs. Hendon Wright, street.
Mrs. Ward Johnson, Mrs. J. T.
Visitors to the club were Mrs.
Howard, Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs. R. C. Pickering and Mrs. Martin
Harry Bushart,Mrs . Ward Bus- Nall. High score prize for club
hart, Mrs. William McDade, Mrs. members went to Mrs. Clanton
Marilee
Miss
Jasper Vowell,
Meacham and Mrs. Nall was high
Beadles, Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. for the guests.
Charles Thomas, Miss Mary Lee
At the close of the games light
Haws, Mrs. Joe Treas, Miss Mary
refreshments were,served. MemHomra, Mrs. Thomas Mahan.

bers playing were Mrs. J. E. Fa11,1
Mrs. Herbert Carr, Mrs. G. G.
Bard, Mrs. Clanton Meacham,
Mrs. Abe Jolley and Mrs. J. D.
Davis.

The members are proud of
the work last year and feel that
the lessons were profitable,.
Mrs. William McChinahiti gave
the devotional, reading Titus 2nd
chapter lstt to 8th verses and led
the Lord's Prayer.
Plans were made to meet in
September and to clean Community Center.
Mrs. Bertha McLeod announced Annual Day, September 29
at Christian Church in Hickman
and Guild would serve lunch.
Also the clothing lesson would
be in Paducah August 30 and
recreational leaders would meet
in Clinton on August 31st.
The hostesses Mesdames Bob
Evans, Joseph McAllister and
Harold Pewitt served iced drinks
and cookies.

This is the time of year
when your A&P fresh
fruit arid

egetable de-

,4re the displays neat and
orderly and not picked

BOTH PINTS FOR

Is the produce fresh and
appetizing am]of top quality?
Is the service prompt,courteous and efficient?

BASKET

THOMPSON WHITE SEEDLESS

25'
EA. 29'
LB. 16'

CALIFORNIA JUMBO 27-SIZE

bOLDEN RIPE

LAYER CAKE('''''"`"A"E°
CUP CAKES
ANGEL FOOD RING
MARVEL WHITE BREAD
ORANGE OR CHOCOLATE ICED

6' 2-IN. SIZE

6-IN

24-0Z. LOAF

IoNA
PEACHES

A & P TENDER SUPER-RIGHT MEAT

Halves and Slices in Syrup

23,

CAN

24'

A & P LIGHT MEAT

TUNA FISH
7-0Z. CAN

36(

SUGAR CURED. 4 TO 8 LB, AVG.

SMOKED PICNICS
BEEF ROAST
BACON SOUARES
OCEAN FISH
APRICOTS
JAR CHEESE
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
PORK & BEANS
FRUIT JARS
SUGAR

ANY CHUCK CUT

C

.1,0 %%RAP

DRESSING WHITINp

IONA HALVES IN SYRUP

25,

DOG FOOD

3

CANS lir

3
10NA

LB.
LB.
LB
LB.

5-0Z. JAR

LB. BAG.

1-LB. CANS

KERR OR MASON PTS.
REG. ZINC CAPS DOZ.

FINE GRANULATED ai0 LB. BAG

1

436 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

45'
57'
29
19'
we

,NO. 2/
2 CAN
1

KRAFT'S MOST VARIETIES

NO. 2 Can

49(

PKG. 19t
EA. 49'
18'

20'
$1.19
15'

3
ono.
79'
07
92' 100 Ibb"$8.99
QTS.

DOZ.

Sta. Flo. Liquid
OLD DUTCH

CLEANSER
14-0Z.

il if

CAN

Starch

Qt. 20c
Mexene

Chili P'der pkg. 14c
Bernardin (2-Piere)

Jar Caps

A&P Self-Service

box 23c

PETER PAN

PEANUT BUTTER
12-0Z. JAR

34,

DEL RICH
MARGARINE
(Color Pak)
1-Lb. Ctn. 36(

WESSON OIL
Pt. Bot 34( Qt. Bet

SNOWDRIFT
slloRmiNo

65, 3

For Delicious Salads

LB. CAN

I-LB.

OWL DRUG COMPANY

9fif

10"
2 L.s. 25,

LARGE SIZE

31c

ZENITH WASHING MACHINE to be given away on Sattrrday, August 27, 4:00 P.M.(You do not need to be present to
win this prize.) Just register at our Store starting Thursday
morning.
FREE PRIZES given away every 3 hours, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Many other Valuable Prizes to be given away, Thursday
through Saturday.
Billfolds, Compacts, Brush Sets and many others.
FREE SOUVENIRS FOR CHILDREN.

CONCORD GRAPES
PEARS
GRAPES
CANTALOUPES
BANANAS

LUSCIOUS JANE PARKER BAICERY TREATS

CHERRIES

Free Prizes

49c

8 LBS

25c

4-LBS.

If not, please let us know.

STRONGHEART

Souvenirs

Bushel

FANCY BARLETT

over?

KETCHUP
woz. sorrt,E

lc

Phone 1249

Fulton

Walnut Street

very best.

REG. SOUR PITTED

cream for

Gordon,Somors & Butts

Big Luscious Beauties
—Sizes 2inch and Larger

partment should be at its

HEINZ

Get second Midwest ice

B. K. BOYD, Manager

PEACHES
$2.49

Customers'
Corner

30c

cream for

Crates and Hampers available now.

U. S. NO. ONE QUALITY ELBERTA

NO. 2' 2

Buy one pint Midwest ice

We also store your potatoes; all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.

?atronize our Advertisers!

New York 17, N. Y.

OPENING SPECIAL!
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY

SWEET POTATOES

A week-long revival at the
Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, begun with services last
Sunday, will come to a conclusion this Saturday.
The revival is being conducted
by the Rev. D. K. Richardson,
assisted by the Rev. L. J. Stoner,
pastor. Services are being conducted each morning at 11: a.m.
and each evening.
The church is located just off
Highway 94 between Fulton and
Cayce.

A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue

Pints 311C

We are now buying

REVIVAL ENDS SATURDAY

Customer Relations Depurtnturrt,

ICE CREAM

GORDON, SOMORS AND BUTTS

of
Mrs Drederick Gordon
Washington, D. C., was a guest
Wednesday afternoon at
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
Milner. Other guests included
Mrs. E. H. Hindman of Clinton,
Mrs. Carnell Hancock of Beelerton, Mrs. Robert W. Davis and
daughters Betty Lou and Patsy
Davis, and Mr. A. R. Milner.

PALESTINE CLUB
MEETS FRIDAY AT
COMMUNITY CENTER
The Palestine Homemakers
inet F'riday afternoon at the
Community Center with nineteen members and Mrs. Bertha
McLeod present.
This being the last meeting of
books
the year the new year
were distributed and filled out
with officers for years and also
hostesses and places for meetings.

A. C. Butts announces the purchase of the interest of the late Herbert Vaughan in the firm
of Gordon, Somors and Vaughan, which will
now be known as

MILNERS ENTERTAIN
MRS. GORDON AND GUESTS

Writes

2

Friday, August 26, 1949

BLU WHILE YOU WASH

Popular Brands

OCEAN SPRAY

BLU WHITE

CIGARETTES

CRANBERRY SAUCE

PKG. 9'

NO. 300 CAN

CTN. (incl. tax)
$1.65

19,

85(
32c

kugust 26, 1949

SECOND
SECTION

tse of the inn in the firm
r, which will
VoltZe Eighteen

THE N'EWS.
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, August 26,
1949

BUTTS

4-H Safety Workers in Ali-Out Attempt
to Reduce Accidents on Farms in 1949

l potatoes in
ice.
ble now.
'r

Butts
Phone 1249

.49
49c
SKET

99(

25'
L'is 25'
EA. 29'
LB. 16'
"LS

:ATS
SIZE

49' *
29'
EA. 49'
18'

PKG.

LB.
LB.
LB.
LB.

45'
51'
29'
19'

CAN

20(

Matlaapi.„.

. JAR

20(

G.

$1.
19

CANS

25'
89e*
$8.99

QTS.

DOZ.

nice

WDRIFr
on.Thrallo
CAN

fCE

By
32c

all out oarsmen
By JIM MITCHELL
Everytime 1 iun across a new
set of figures on how mueft outdoorsmen spend I can't help but
be tunazed at the size of the
business of fishing and hunting
in dollars.
The newest figures available
show that sportsmen who hunted
and fished in 1948 spent $10,000,000 more than -the combined
expenditures for bowling, golf,
skiing an,d motor boating. Statistics show that fishermen topped
the list
with $1,350,000,000;
hunters dug down in their pockets to the tune of $750,000,000.
And $3,000,000 was spent in
1948 by sportsmen for tooters
and squawkers for calling birds
and animals into gun range.
The above figures are a lot of
dollars; hunting 'and fishing is
really big business.
Funny thing, too, you seldom
hear a sportsman complaining about what it costs him to enjoy
the spoil. Most outdoorsmen feel
that it is a buck v,"ell spent any
ime he can go fishing or hunting.
I haven't seen any figures
lately on what each pheasant or
quail or duck or fish costs when
an outdoorsmen figures his overall expenses against the annual
bag But it's plenty high.
Once a few years ago I decided to keep a record of what I
spent for a year and then divided
the expenditure into the number
of fish and game animals I killed
or caught. It would have been a
lot cheaper to buy fancy steaks at
the butcher shop for three meals
a day, I discovered. But the enjoyment you get from being outdoors with gun or rod can't be
measured in dollars as can steaks
at the corner grocery.

SECOND
SECTION

HR. FARMER, has the 4-H Club
131 member in your family checked
your farm and horne for accideht
and fire hazards lately? If not, you
can expect him to do so any day
now. t-H'ers are making an all-out
attempt to reduce the annual cost
of accidents affecting farm folks-including motor vehicle, lire and
property damage — which totals
more than one billion dollars, or
about 535.00 per person! TheY &re
also trying to cut dowti the number
of accidental deaths. which kill 51
farm residents in the U. S. every
day In the year.
Your 4-H'er doubtless will caution you to drive carefully on high.
ways. and use proper signals when
turning, or stopping (top right).
More than 7,300 rural people are
killed annually in motor vehicle
accidents. In fact, moretatal automobile accidents occur in rural
areas than In any other location.
Falls rank second in farm accident causes. So watch your step
when cArrying a clothes basket,
like the girl shown in right photo.
Your 4-H safety worker probably
will suggest you tack down throw
rugs or put them on non-slip malting, and keep stairways unlittered
Are your lightning rode properly
grounded? The 4-H'ers shown at
top left found the ground wires
broken, and therefore worthless.
Lightning, which la one of the
greatest causes of farm fires, each
year destroys 20 million dollars
worth of farm property. kills 500
farm residents and injures 1,300
others.
National Farm Safety Week will
be observed July 24-30. Rural boys
and girls taking part in the National 4-11 Farm Safety program

DUKEDOM RT. 2

McCONNELL, TENN.

Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
The revival meeting at the
returned to ,their daughter's, Church of
Christ came to a close
Mrs. J. P. Owen, Monday after a Tuesday
night with four addiweeks visit with Mr. Stanfield's tions being
added to the church.
brother and family of Hender- Brother Sidney
Roper of Water
son, Tenn.
Valley, Miss., delivered some
Mesdames Bertha Rickman and wonderful sermons
to a large atJulia Williams called on Mrs. tendance each
night. Three were
Hattie Travis Tuesday afternoon. baptized into
the church SundaY
Mrs. O. F. Taylor and Joycp afternoon at the
Fulton Church
were guests of, Mrs. Attie Wil- of Christ baptistry
and one Sun.son and Norma Jean Wednesday. day night.
Other visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
A singing school commenced
John Tompson and Donald Ray.
at the Baptist Church Monday
Sue and Jane Owen visited
night. .The school is being conShirley and Margaret Colburn
ducted by Mr. Will Leonard MatWednesday.
thews. The public is cordially inMesdames Clon House and Harvited to attend this school, which
Ty Yates spent Wednesday afterwill continue for a period of ten
noon with Mrs. Robert Travis.
days.
Peggy Casey returned home
Mrs. Thad Parrish and son,
Sunday after a weeks visit with
her sister, Mrs. Leon McBee of James Larry, spent last week
with
her mother, Mrs. Mary
Murray.
Sunday afternoon visitors of Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sandford
Mrs. Julia Williams *were Mesdames Bertha Rickman, Evaline spent Sunday with relatives at
Yates, Tennie House, Zula Ter- Greenfield, Tenn.
Mrs. Paul Kendall and Mr. R.
rel and Hattie Travis.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and A. Jones of Fulton spent Sunday
Joyce visited in Fulton Sunday with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon as guests of Mrs. Pearl R. F. Jones.
Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
the Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls were shopping in Mayfield,
Saturday.
MOTOR REBUILDING?
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visGENERAL .REPAIRS?
ited Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House
BATTERY SERVICE?
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates atMOTOR TUNE-UP?
tended a fish fry given at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Zell Sing—Let—
leton, Sunday night.
Mr. Tennie House called on
Mrs. Ruth Vaughn, Tuesday afternoon.
do it for you.
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Casey,
Bettie and Bobby attended the
Paschall St. (Martin 1111-way)
fair at Mayfield Saturday night.
Pee Wee King and the Golden
Phone 332-.1
Fulton, Ky.
West Cowboys were the main attraction.
1111•111111111111!EINIII

DO YOU NEED

want to make you, your family and
neighbors safety minded so that
accidents mentioned above won't
happen.
For achievements in safety
work. the 4-H boy or girl may receive a prized sterling silver medal
of honor as county winner. General
Mo)ors also provides an educational trip to the National 4-H
Club Congress, Chicago, next
November, for the state winner,
and $300.00 college scholarships
for each of the eight national
champions. By practicing safety
from this time on, you'll not only
help your 4-H'er in his safety work,
but help save a life--which may
be your own.
The National 4-H Farm Safety
prog-ram is conducted under the
direction of the CooperaUve Extension Service.

Occasionally there is a bright
spot in the outdoor picture, and
this time it is the 'outlook for
The report continued with this
an improved waterfowl gunning
KID- KILLERS
comment: "If the second half of
season this fall.
Here's a word QI warning to
Recently officials of Ducks the breeding season (this runs all 1410Tos and Dada: Accidents I
Unlimited reported as follows:' through August 15) continues as '.11-e the greatest kid-killers irt
"The waterfowl breeding season favorably as the first half, a suc-. America!
is progressing favorably irt all cessful season is assured.
According to -111P-1149 edition
parts or the range. June rains alThe
Wintertime
inventory r of the National Safety
Council's
leviated the droio.i. t
made
Fish
by
U.
WildS.
the
and
ovee
1 statistical yearbook, "Accident
Most of the southern prairies (in life Service ,1!ntlti the Gulf and irracts," accidents far out-rank
Canada) removing the danger of in Mexico disclosed a 12 percent.
the rnore generally feacyd
any wholesale loss of broods overall gain in the waterfowl , a
through drying up of sloughs population. This added to the childhood diseases as a Cause `.."f_
death among children 1-to-14
and potholes."
current report from the north
; years old.
stacks up as a optirdistic view of
the coming season.
I There were 10,731 accidental
The low waterfowl populationg I deaths in that age group in 1947
of recent years have .had one —three tunes more than wire
good effect on hunters, however. claimed by pneumonia, UV. next
There is nothing better than a moSt important cause of death.
few lean days in a duck blind to And accidents caused 42 times as
learn how great ducks and geese many deaths as polio.
are in supplying grand gunning
etIRRENT—ISSUi
sport.
Mrs. Tula Brandon of Big
Channel catfish . fishing for fume
I believe many hunters have Clifty. Ky., visited her sister-in with worms .. "riding- • shark .. learned the
lesson against waste- law Mrs. Octavia B. Wall and
mountain lion heatieis with dons .. fulness. Of
course, there always family laSt week.
boss ishing .. old cloys of the gnosis will be that group
of gunners —
benf--thes• and other features. plies who figure "let's get
'em while
• lively line-rp of departments cm the getting's good and to
heck
fresh and salt water Ifshing. dogs. with the years ahead!" And it
is
guns end ammemition. boats. new this group that should draw the
Expert Coming
To Union City and Mayfield
gadgets.
concentrated fire of all decent
Again
sportsmen who appreciate the
Tops in outdoors reading for
GEO. L. HOWE
waterfowling sport as a sport
SO years
Well-known expert, of Indianand not a meat supply.
apolis will personally demonAnyway, it's nice to learn that strate his method without charge
the weatherman has changed dis at the Davy Crockett Hotel, Un4))
routine a bit by giving the birds ion City. Friday, Sept. 2nd from
a break in the breeding grounds. 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. and at the Hall
Of late the weatherman has been Hotel, Mayfield, Thursday, Sept.
rather unkindly towards thei 8th from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
plight of the waterfowl and it
Mr. Howe says the Howe methelltAtil
is a welcome change.
od contracts the openings in remarkable short time on the average Case, regardless of the size
or location of the rupture, and
no matter how much you lift or
strain, and puts you back to
work the same day as efficient as
before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield has
no leg strap: waterproof, sanitary, practically indestructible,
and can be worn while bathing.
Each shield is skillfully molded
ARE MADE OP THE FINEST
and fitted to the parts under heat
MATERIALS—THAT'S WHY THEY
which gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures
following operations especially
solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity if you want gratifying results.
Mailing address P.O. Box 5233 E.
Michigan St. Station, IndianapoThere's nothing like
lis, 1, Ind.
- . S17
—
Pittsburgh Paints for
outside protection and
inside cheerfulness —
Veterinary Service
•Vi \1 1.1161)6S'
you will save money
Day or Night
'
ti ANi t
and worry by insisting
Phone 807-R
on Pittsburgh Paints,
in many ways better
Or Call 70
quality thcm ever beDr.
H.
W.
Connaughton
fore.
Graduate Veterinarian

RUPTURE

Number Thiry-Four

WILSON'S GARAGE

Mrs. Fred Morris returned
home this week after spending
several weeks visiting friends
and relatives in Mississippi.
Several from here attended
the Horse Show at Union City
last Tuesday night.

tical yearbook, "Accident Fade
.
One out of every six driver,
involved in fatal motor vehicle,
accidents during 1948 had been
drinking, accident reports allowed. One out of every four adult
pedestrians killed in last yearls
Miss Sue Platt of Paris, Tenn., motor vehicle accidents had beew
and Miami, Fla., visited Miss drinking, too.
Ann Caldwell recently.
The yearbook also shows that
one out of every eight drivers
DRINK—DON'T DRIVE!
violating traffic laws was drivElbow bending often leads ing while under the influence of
straight to traffic accidents, ac- alcohol.
cording to the 1949 edition of, the
National Safety Council's statis- ?atronize our Advertisers!

Back-to4
- School
\"7 Special!
$10. CREME MACHINELESS $6.50
$10. COLD WAVE
$8.50
We will take after-work appointments.
Open Monday thru Saturday
Ann Breeden McMinn,Prop.
Margary Reed
- Mary Jo Jones

K & T BEAUTY SALON
Phone 1217

Fulton

Martin Highway

BRAND NEW

•

lifirts RUCKS
P6r4
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PITTSBURGH PAINTS

LOOK BETTER LONGER!

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

IEVfi'A
J

Now! You can put a cost-saving Ford Bonus Built
Truck to work for you at less cost than ever before!
Cash in now on the highest trade-in allowances in
Ford Truck history and on new lower prices announced
recently on certain popular mqdels.

Choose from aver 150 Models!
There's a Ford Truck for your job, for any job. Over
150 models in all, from half-ton Pickups, up to the
146-horsepower BIG JOBS. biggest Ford Trucks ever
built.

Immediate Delivery on All
but a Few Ford Truck Models!
The "Seller's Market" is gone! We can make immediate delivery on many models. We can make delivery at pre-war speed bn all but a few of our
Bonus Built trucks.

We're Trading High!
We've boosted truck trade-in allowances sky-high. Our
current sales goal of new trucks is bigger than it has
been in years. We're ready to "deal." Phone us today
to arrange for an appraisal on your old truck.

Ford Trucks Aro Bonus Built to Last Longer!
Bonus Built is the superstrong construction that means
longer truck life. Using latest registration data on
6,106,000 trucks, life insurance experts prove Ford
Trucks last longer!

FO R

•

sus
804/

•0

I 949

SOILTSTRONOFR TO DLIT LONG!,

1 V. (ASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

rirRups

FULTON

PHONE 42

Friday, August 26, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton. Kentucky
11:00 a.m. son spent the weekend witn E.
7:00 p.m. W.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. G.
Hutchison of Hickman.
Mt. Carmel
Miss Virginia Ann Parbam returned to Chicago 1.vith her mot
Baptist Church
cr, Mrs. Bobbie Parham and fa
JOE WILSON, Pastor
made her norno
10:00 a. m. ily. Virginia has
Sunday School
now with her grandparent-,
Preaching second and fourth Until
and Mrs. O. G. Clark of Pa.Sundays 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Mr.
mersville.

Morning Worship
Night Worship

CHURCH CALENDAR
First Baptist
Church
Second and Eddings
J. G. HEISNER, Pastor
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School ,.
Morning Worship ...... 10:50 a. m.
6.30 p.m.
• Training Union ....
Evening Worship ...... 7:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed..... 7:30 p. m.

Mrs. Leano Myers spent the
weekend with her parents, Mrs.
0. E. Myers and Edward.

Trinity Episcopal
Church
wm. c. TAYLOR, Jr., Minister
Holy Communion

South Fulton
Baptist Chureh

11:00 a. m.

9atronize our Advertisers!

Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

J. T. DRACE, Pastor
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a. m.
IVIorning Worship
6:15 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p. m.
Evening Warship
Mid-Week Service — Wednesday
7:15 p.m.

Off Highway 94
REV. LONNIE STONER, Pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Every Sunday except fifth Sunday.
A pacitaged spaghetti dinner makes an easy and substantial main
dish for a dog-day menu. Serve it with a variety of quickly cooked
weltttables--summer squash, green peas or corn on the cob. Or start
with a cup of jellied consomme or a wedge of melon as a first course.
Then bring on the spaghttti dinner with a big green baled. End up
with a fruit dessert, and Mull have a roeal that is simplicity itself to
prepare but is satisfying and appetizing.
The packaged dinner contains uncooked spaghetti, a can of grated
Parmesan-style cheese, and concentrated spaghetti sauce in an 8OUnCe bottle. The rich sauce is seasoned with a chef's skill that makes
the spaghetti menu something outistanding. It comes in either of two
styles, with meat or without. And there is enough spaghetti in each
package, with cheese and sauce to go with it, for two or three serving&

Riceville
Baptist Church
...... 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evenin,g Worship

Crutchfield
Baptist Church

Like Yourself, Guests
Wekome Refreshment

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
saYs more than
a thousand
words!

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Adkins
and children, Kay and Stokes returned home from Washington
and Penn. Barbara Jane went on
to Knoxville to the All Star 9-H
Club.

Albert (Doc) McDaniel of DeJOE WILSON, Pastor
troit, Mich., spent Sunday with
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
his sister, Mrs. Les Cruce and
Preaching first and third SunMr. Cruce.
days 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p m.
except the fourth, and that at Reading Room Open Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchim.
to
5
p.
3
Saturday
8:
thru
before
Confession
a.m.
10:
followBenediction
mass.
o'clOck
Liberty
ing Sunday mass.
Cumberland

Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Fulton

Baptist Church

Pres'ayterian Church
Middle Road
Church Of The
Second ane Eddisgs
BOB COVINGTON, Pastor
a.m.
E. RUEB, Pastor
Nazarene
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
10:00
Sunday
. School
11:00 a. na.
Morning Worship
College and Green
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
J. C. IRA/THEWS, Pastor
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
9:45 a.m. Accurate
Bible School
Mid-Week Service Thurs. 7:00
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
WORICMANSHIP
Young People's Society 6:30 p. m.
St. Edwards Church
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.
At Low Cost
510 Eddings Street
Watches, Olocks and Tinse
Phone 1355-J for Holy Day and
Methodist
First
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratedaily schedule.
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
Church
REV. THOMAS LIBS, Pastor
Second and Carr Sts.
Masses at 8: a.m. every Sunday
ANDREWS
W. E. MISCHKE, Minister
Jewelry Company
9:45 a m
Sunday School
/
10:55 a. m.
Morning Worship
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30 p.m

WHITNEUUNERAL HOME
ings Street

Fulton, Ky.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

24-Bottle Case

J

$122 phis deposit—at your rissiar

PHONE 88
Contract FunersJ Home for, and Meenioer of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina

DOMED UNDO AUTRIOIUTY OP TM/ COCA COLA COMPANY
Ft LTON (OCA COLA BOTTLING CO.,

BY

IV49, The Coco-Cala

Cswpary

Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Newark, every Monday owning

First Christian
Church

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD
SING
LIKE NEW

Ram

Carr Street
PERRY L. STONE, Minister
Aorning Worship
11:00 a.m
10.00 a m
'Church School
Mid-Week service Wed 7:00 p.m

Central Church
of Christ
Second and Carr
Bible School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.1
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service Wed 7:30 p.m.

STATIC HUM
STEALS THE SHOW
Even a symphony orchestra
can't compete with a humming radio. When your radio is
noisy, phone 401. We'll send a
repair man to your home for
a free diagnosis. If the fault
isn't in the electric circuit,
he'll make necessary repairs
for a reasonable charge.

Church of God
CHARLIE MACKINS, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching (Morning) 11:00 a.m.
Preaching (Evening) 7:00 p.m.
Services every Wednesday and
Friday night 7:15 p. m.

CITY ELECTRIC

Christian Science
Society

And Tire Company
205 Commercial Alle-

Carr Street
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
i Sunday Service
11:00 a.m.
Wed. Testimonial
7:30 p.m.

DOES

Loss of Ifeariaig
Rob You
OF SUCCESS and HAPPINESV
Here's new hope for the hard of hearing.
Thousands have discovered that a
Beltone hearing aid restores them to
normal business and social life...helps
them hear clearly again without strain.
The tiny one-unit Beltone is so easy to
wear. No separate battery pack. No
dangling battery wires. Unsurpassed for
power and clarity.
No Sefton in the Ear

NewIS
Neu
Feels
!
Sew
Looks
thtough and through!
It's the new Buick SPECIAL — new in line,
new in size, new in price and value!
NTot.i take a look— and your fingers
itch to get hold of its waiting
wheel.
You cast an eye over its gleaming new
bumper-guard grille, its tapering
fenders, its jet-plane lines—and know
that this is what others have been
groping for.
You slip inside. Twelve inches added
to rear-seat cushions emphasize the
biggest interiors you can buy for the
money. A broad, curving windshield
set in narrower corner posts means a
better view any way you look.
Now touch the throttle. Not just highcompression power, but high-pressure
Fireball power, to get the most from
today's fuels today!

Hide your deafness with the new
Beltone Phantomold. People
won't notice you wear v hearing
aid. Come in, phone or mail coupon today for FREE booklet Hiss
tells all the amazing facts.

Then you learn that price is part of
the good news too! Figures fit the
magic smoothness of Dynaflow Drive* modest budget as this handy-dandy
fits the modest garage — and you get
at your option.
room, power, ride, and the smartest
Try it in traffic — and less length -look on wheels at the lowest price
bumper-to-bumper makes it a dream
you'll find on any valve-in-head eight!
to park or handle. Try it on the road,
and seats placed ahead of the rear So you size it all up with a happy
axle idd even more comfort to that "Buick's done it again!"— and see
your Buick dealer quick as you can.
unequaled Buick ride.
After all, the quickest way to get one
So you say, "How much?"— maybe
of these into your garage is to get a
bracing yourself mentally.
firm order in!
_
*Optional at cst,a cost.
TEN-STRIKE! Onlu Buick SPECIAL hax
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE •

FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW DRIVE coon°, ot extra cett • JET-LINE STYLING •
NON-LOCKING BUMPER-GUARD GRILLES • HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL S7RAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE • COIL SPRINGING ALL AROuND •
LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • GREATER VISIBIUTY FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOCKING LUGGAGE LIDS •
STEADY-RIDING TORGUE-TUBE DRIVE • THREE SMART MODELS WITH BODY BY RISHER

You finger the controls — not just
standard transmission alone, but the
MONO-PAC
Gee..Fed tri .1
eal
ifilifne-Onit Hearing Alt (r•"1"'"""1"",

O. A. ROLAND
2031 Jefferson
Paducah, Kentucky

BELTONE HEARING SERVICE
DEPT'. F,
Box 727, Paducah, Kentucky
Please send me in • plain wrapper. withoat obli.
swims, your PREF booklet that tells how to overcome • hearian Mae and taps new success end

happiness.
Ni•••••

f

sate

SPECIALLY NOW
•

YOUR KEY 10 GREATER VALuF

When bett
.er automobiles are built BUICK will build them

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Address.

Town

all these Features!

MOST ROOM

Fulton, Kentucky

gust 26, 1999
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America's Women Make Plans for Better Communities
From Christian Science Monitor ceased cooperation and friendship.
Big clubs as well as small ones
The Sorosis Club of Orlando,
are busy with plans for what Fla., has divided its•
700 members
they hope will be prize-winning into teams of 25 each to work
projects in *the Build a Better out iits own plan of raising a
Community Contest of the Gen- portion of the 86,000 to be spent
eral Federation of Women's Clubs for a bookmobile to serve all of
an which the Kroger Company of Orange County Food sales, beneCincinnati Is offering 860,000 in fit parties, square dances and gar_
prizes. And many of them believe den plant swaps are among their
sonte of the by-products of their fund-raising activities.
efforts will be as important to
Orlando and Winter Park both
the community as the specific have good libraries, the club's
improvements that are their goal. report explains but the 30,000
Among these by-products are in- residents outside have not. The
bookmobile will be equipped
with 2,500 books and the county
commissioners have appropriated
510,000 for its maintenance after
the club has purchased it.
But Orlando is getting someYOU KNOW
thing out of it, too. Says the report: "A major result of this enthusiasm and activity is the fact
that the groups working together
IT'S
will become acquainted. (A large
club sometimes loses the friendship factor). New talents will be
discovered, new leaders will
come to the front. Sorosis is
working hard but with gaiety. It
is great fun."

BECAUSE ...
IT'S AGED
THAT
EXTRA MONTH
OMPANY BY

,O.,

INL.

tray Mo.doy "name

it!

s part of
;s fit the
iy-dandy
I you get
smartest
est price
!ad eight!

a happy
- and see
you can.

o get one
; to get a

In Grand Lake, Colorado, which
the report describes as a very
old resort region, the woman's
club plans a long-range hospitality program. Its purpose is to
change the idea of summer cottage owners that the village
"likes them only for what they
I spend here." Every club member
now has her own list of cottages
whom she will meet and
to
whom she will show special attention so that none will be
missed in being made to feel at
home.

and the Study Club of Greensboro, Alabama. The Pierian Club
is planting a mile of the highway
with dogwood trees—"bride of
the forest'. they are sometimes
called-60 feet apart--as a memorial to men Hale County lost
in World War II.
The Study Club. is promoting
the planting of more cam9llia
trees to supplement the centuryold ones for which Greensboro
is already famous. The 'town of
2,000 population, which.drew 5,000 visitors last year and 10,000
this season to see its flowers
wants to add to the beauty it has
to share.
In one small town in Georgia
the clubwomen discovered mari
needs. They began by organizing
a cammunity council. Their list
of projects includes building and
equipping a school lunchroom, a
summer recreation program including swimming pool and playground; bringing a new industry
to town (they are working with
the state Chamber of Commerce
on this; getting a dentsit, a doctor, ancla music teacher who can
play the piano in the school. The
county has had no dentist for 23
years, the report stated.
In another town a teacher of
speech for the high school W3S
the goal of te woman's club.
"We have a hard time finding a

This club also has a home
beautification project for the
town which is at an altitude of
8,369 feet. There has been an idea
that few flowers and shrubs,
such as lilacs, will grow at that
altitude and the clubwomen are
experimenting in growing Howlers new to the region and also in
transplanting mountain flowers
indigenous to it.
Another Colorado town where
friendliness is the No. I project
is Gunnison. There the woman's
club is issuing a newcomers'
booklet including coupons from
the town's merchants. New families will be welcomed to Gunnison by a committee of two women who will take the booklet along and present it to them.
There are many town beautification projects and the reports
on some of them reveal how
sorely the small and remote communities need just such improvement. The woman's club of Victor, Colorado, has asked each
member to plant at least one
tree.

Th. Coco-Cala Compwry
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NOT SITTIIIU
NOT SWEETI
JUST MONTI

-74;e1//1/6Arentreir aohyszot Moor
11•11ing Er•w•rt,Inci
Evansville, Indiana

"Our community is a mining
one,'' the report explains, "and
there are very few trees." The
club also 'expects to start and
help maintain a kindergarten
until the school district has funds
to take over.
Down in Tempe. Arizona, the
women enlisted the cooperation
of the Chamber of Commerce
and other organizations. They
sent out 53 questionnaires to the
businessmen on Main street,
asking if and when they would
fix up their property. Back came
31 of them, all but four with
promises to cooperate.
One of the most unusual projects in beautification is being I
undertaken by the Pierian Club

rYLONG •

I AROUND •

IS .

' build them

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

dertakings in the country is
probably that of the Byrn Mawr
Junior Auxiliary of Chicago,
which is working on smoke abatement there.
But maybe the success of this
project would mean no more to
Chicago than the accomplishment
of the Brockton Woman's Club's
plans would mean to the village
of Brockton, Montana, a place of
150 population. The little club
at Brockton is purchasing band
instruments for the school on
Fort Peck Indian Reservation;
new equipment for the lunch
room, where hot lunches are
served and community gatherings are held, and new equipment for the fire department.
The club has raised $100 for a 40gallon outdoor chemical firefighting tank.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentraoky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALKER VOELPILL
Licetuied Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
- Director and Embalmer
HRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
ter
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL AMYX

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265

HELP WANTED

Fulton, Kentucky

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY, 7:30 P. M.

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO. -INC
Fourth Street

wrong with it and then joining
hands and working together to
make it a better place in which
to live.

NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

Fultop, Ky.

"the Public
is the only critic
whose opinion
is worth anything at all'
-MARK TWAIN
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president who is not afraid of
the sound of her own voice,"
they reported.
Old-fashioned spelling matches
are to be sponsored in the high
school of one Kansas town with
the cooperation of the Parent
Teacher Association. A teacher
on the club's committee convinced the women that there was
a crying need for better spellers
in the school.
Among southern towns, there
is a notable awareness of needs
in the Negro sections and a purpose to help them. Providing a
playground for Negro children a
reading room for Negro women,
fixing the grounds of the Negro
school, establishing a recreation
center for the Negro youth are
among projects listed
One of the most ambitious un-

A perusal of the reports gives
a picture of American democracy at work--citizens looking
over the home.town to see what's

(MarkTwain)
Samuel Clemens
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There is ... nothine that keeps the hekrt
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
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Accept With Pleasure
ln not too many more weeks the golf
sseason. except for the avid enthusiasts who
ahovel the snow to play,. will be over for
most Fultonians. The golfing" has been delightful in spite of the lack of a central congregating place . . . like a clubhouse for in*lance.
Bob White, although working furiously
on the horse show, is making definite plans
to get started on the fund drive to build the
club house for next season, we hope.
When Bob calLs on you to accept a comn-iittee appointment, do so as cheerfully as
he is working to make the Country Club
headquarters a reality.

Smart Merchandising
We have often wondered just how soon
we would be u:riting this story. We KNEW
we would someday write it .. and that was
back in 1944 . . . five years ago. It is a story
of American merchandising ingenuity making good use of an opportunity.
ln 1944 we were in far-off Italy, doing
.our bit to help the American Fifth Ariny in
its tedious advance through the mountains
bordering the Po river valley.
In Italy there were, v..e, would say. 250,-000 American soldiers five thousand miles
from home, and the food and refreshments

magot together and began shipping bottling
chines and syrup to Italy, and several big
plants wtre set up with all the trimmings.
Coca-Cola became fairly plentiful to -U. S.

American soldier was a booster for this drink
toh is native acquaintances.
we thought at the
"What a break!" .
time. "In what other manner could a company come into a strange country, pickup
250.000 salesmen, establish a big, modern
plant, and be all set to continue on after the
voar was over."
The followrng e•ear the war was over in
Italy. and in another six months practically
every American soldier had gone to the Pacific. or back to the States. With him went
his American cigarettes, food, coffee. canned
fruits and everything else. except Coca-Cola.

__at-e
in a
"Shucks! Onlv two letters to dictate, and here I'm
talkative mood!"

The bottling plants with their correctlytrained Italian help were there to stay.
We were ngt surpeised. therefore, to
read a story in Time Magazine this week
that the Coca-Cola company is now a big

From The Files:

drink.
The global supply of our troops provided
some teriffic advertising for all kinds of
American products. from good soaps. coffees,
canr,ed goods. cigarettes down to canned milk.
We have often wondered just how many other companies capitalized on the opportunity.

A Spider In The Paper

didn't satisfy the American habit like CocaCola, consequently Coca-Cola was shipped over by the boatload, vrhen there WaS room for

Is neither good nor bad luck. The spider was
merely looking over our paper to see which
merchant was not advirtising so he could go
to the store, spin his web across the door and
lead a life of undisturbed peace ever afterward.-

4

Tidbits of Kentucky Folk-Lore
A Glossary Of Passing Words
n)y course in
Every term v. nen 1 t,
it is
language,
English
the
of
history
'the
necessary for rue to explain the_ meaning
of some of the very words that are used in our
text. words that the author felt were self-revealing. Often these words are of things that
have passed or are passing and are actually
confusing to the students. Sometimes I have
felt that there ought to be a dictionare. of
things we used to do or to use or to talk about. so the younger generation can at least
feel that we are not talking in torigus. This
paper will attempt ,a few these definitions.
FROW—a dull. awkward-looking knifelike instrument used formerly to split apart
a block of wood, making it into boards
clapboards.
ON—a member of the bovine or cattle
group of animals, formerly used as a work
animal. A team of this kind are called OREN,
a word now rarely seen or heard. Motorized
vehicles have about driven th.e ox team int.)
the museums of pioneer life.
MULE—a long-eared hybrid between the
the horse and the donkey. formerly used as
an a.nimal of all work. Regardless of the docility and affection of its two ancestral lines., a

Into sausage. lard. middlings. hams. shoulders,-.
spare ribs, and such-like delicacies that you
ee chiefly now in meat shops. 1A'e must not
forget that the chop you eat was once a part
of a hog and that somebody had to do the
dirty work necessary to bring it, in all its
alluring taste and smell. to your own table.
Hogs seem almost as fa:- away as oxen to
many of the people I know. people. too, who
are at best only a few miles frcirn whole fields
of hogs.
LYE SOAP—a soft, gooey substance
made from wood ashes. lye and waste fats. The
making of this indispensable stuff was cne
of the signs of spring in earlier times. From
two such disgustingly common things was
evolved a mess that did not smell or look
good, but it could. dissolve tobacco gum and
dirt quite as well as some of the modern
chemicals that are sung about on the radio.
It may not have been kind to the hands. but
dishpan hands were not disgraceful in those
days, anyway. It chased dirt quite as effectively as the plump lady on the Old Dutch
Cleanser can.
BUGGY—a four-wheeled vehicle formerly used for pleasure and business. It was
drawn by a HORSE, kinsman of the mule

mule was and is hard-headed. filled to the
end of its long ears and to its hoofs with a
strain of plain meanness. No mule, says 9
columnist of the Atlanta Constitution. ever

but much prettier and classier. Buggies were
of various kinds 'and sizes. ranging from the

died of overwork. it knows how to pretend
to do its best while saving its energies for a
happy old age. Not to have known a mule is
to have missed one of the rare experiences of

further details. ask Grandpa: he knows.

life on the farm. No other experience can
teach one patience, long-suffering, and endurance like following a mule from early
plowing days in spring until logs have to be
dragged up for fuel in winter. Lazy. hardheaded, scheming. the .mule is one of the
things that have brought us where we are
today; we should not forget his ornery hide
in the rush of this newer day.
HOG-KILLING—a process by which
bogs. live four-footed animal& are turned

family buggy to the delicate. elite vehicle
in which Big Brother went courting. For
LOOM—a rather elaborate machine made
of wood and designed to produce cloth or
carpets from warp and woof. A series
of
threads were arranged so that half of them
would respond to a treadle, the other half
to arlother. When these threads were crossed
thus. a. bobbin was inserted with the thread
or carpet rags. a glevice was used to push
this woof up. close tq the one that preceded
it, and again the treadles crossed the threads.
Knowing how to make a loom was really
a bit of art. knowing hovie to 'set it up, put
in a carpet. and weave it to cornpletion was
another art now largely dead.

us..

wits

eAROLINA

of the Bible to know whether they
People have a way of saying, "I understand it oi not, but this niuch
would read•the Bible more except is certain: when you have trusted
Many
that I cannot understand it "
Christ as your Saviour and love
Bible scholars will agree there are Him, you will find a love of the Biwhose
certain parts in the Book
A desire to read it. The one
meaning they cannot quite under- ble and
who reads the Book with faith in
stand. This is no reflection on the
whom the Book reveala,
Bible, however, but rather upon the the Christ
man finds much that has been beyond
low spiritual understanding of
stu- his comprehension before clear and
1 doubt if there are any twoagree
dents of the Bible who will
In his first letter to the Corinthian
completely on the interpretation of
the Church, Paul says, "The preaching
every part of the Word, but
explicit of the cross Is to them that perish
Bible is always clear and
tells foolishness" That Is. the Gospel ot
and easily understood vilien it In the grace of God seems a foolish
a man what he needs to know the thing to those who have not experorder to be saved. "Believe on
ienced it He continues "but unto us
Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be which are saved It Is the power of
saved."
" As a child of God. having ex"There is none other name under God
perienced His grace. one underheaven given among men, whereby stands the Word of God in a way in
we must be saved," says Peter. speak. which the unsaved never can The
ing of Christ. The Son of God Himself Book itself is explicit on this point
made the way of salvation perfectly "But the natural man receiveth not
plain when He said. "I am the Way the things of the Spirit of God: tor
the Truth. and the Life' no man they are foolishness unto him: neicometh unto the Father. but by me '' ther can he know them because
In those words called the heart of they are spiritually discerned" The
the Gospel (John 3:10 the way of man who is born of the Spirit who
salvation is again plainly stated, has had a personal experience with
"For God so loved the world that God will understand many things In
He gave His only begotten Son that the Word of God which were bewhosoever belleveth in Him should yond his
comprehension before he
not perish, but have everlasting was saved But anyone can interlife." It is not understanding the pret the plain meaning of Scripture
Bible that saves man It is trusting where the Book points the way al
Christ
salvation
Some men have not read enough

Tuit•tiosy Bach (74e Clack

business in wine-drinking Italy, and we have
. they grabbed a new marto hand it to 'em
ket of forty million people by following up
a break. And that isn't all . . . as far as we
know, they are still the exclusive American

paper, and wanted to know if that was an
omen of good or bad luck. Mark Twain answered: "Finding a spider in your newspaper

.

PilkSitlaNT OF

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY

Coca-Cola was thus opened up to a brandnew market, with shipping, plant operation,
priority sugar supply, distribution lines and
acceptance all set up in jig time. The smart
trick about it all was the fact that every

a tasty American-style menu.
Wine. or fair of low quality (that's all
the Germans left behind) available, but it

Within a few months, however, The CocaCola Company and fhe rn;I:tary apparently

DR. Eva aONES,

ently liked this new drink.

Many years ago Mark Twain was editor
of a small-town newspaper. A reader wrote in
saying that he had found a spider in his

LOO, T THE

bymaeofsor;

troops and many of the Italian. civilians,
, through their intermingling with our troops,
got their first taste of this strange and highly.
reconum nded American drink. Although
wine drinkers with each meal, they appar-

they were accustoined to. All of their food,
cigarettes, meats. supplies, beer, and soft
drinks were shipped these five thousand
miles to them. because Italy could not provide

it.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by an engine backing up to take
August 3, 1929:
(This was a special I2-page edi- on coal.
Walter S. McCloy, former Fultion of the Advertiser on the
ton citizen and hardware rnerFulton County Fair). Some samchant, was killed last Friday at
ples of advertising 20 years ago:
Bardwell in a pistol duel with
While visiting the Fair. don't
his son-in-law, Lucian Turk. Tne
fail to come to Franklins. the
fight is alleged to have been the
shopping center of the communiresult of mis-treatment of Mcty . . . Ajax tires 30x3 Road King
Cloy's daughter by Turk. E(
$4.50: 30x3 tubes 95c. Read and
Little. 4th street . . . New suits, men met in front of the McCloy
hardware store in Bardwell last
hats. shoes at Roberts Clothing
Company . . . Tobacco insurance. Friday to settle their differences
in one of the most sensational
Fall and Colley agents . . For
gun fights Western Kentucky has
to
come
everything musical.
Rucker's at 215 alain street . . ever seem Turk, 40. a wealthy
big dinner every day for 50 cents landowner of Carlisle County
was seriously wounded.
at Smith's Cafe . . . big opening
Ruby May Brown. who returnSept. le, with large cash prizes:
i
ed last year from Detroit.
Swift and Company produce
last week at the home cf her
plant . . . Service with a smile
tilts. Mr. and Mrs. Cyr..s
from Snow-White Motor ComSchool opens at Pilot Oak on
pany on 4th street . . tobacco
September 2. Mr. Goodjohn is
insurance, A. W. Henry insurance
principal. and the teachers inagency, pho.nes 505 and 822 . . .
clude Miss Mabrey. a new assistgrand opening of the Style
ant. Rey Yates. Miss Ellie :MurShoppe at 212 Lake street: Shawphey. and Mrs. Ruby Yates.
ie Noffel. prop . for prompt
Miss Rebecca Robey is home
plumbing work call John Hudin the Blair vicinity of Water Valdleston at 399 . . . ladies' tub
ley for a 3-week vacation from
frocks. snappy styles. 89c at McDowells. 319 Walnut street . . . :41.1rray State Normal.
at
School opened .Monday
latest novelties and ready-towear at the Variety Store. Mr. Beelerton with J. D. Dixon, printeachrrs•
and Mrs. Walfki E. Wood. props. cipal and the following
J. L. Buckingham. 60, I.C. Mrs. J. D. Dixon, Miss Kathei • •
workman who was employed at :Mobley and Miss Mae Polsgrtut,
Horner Weatherspoon is a Junior
the coal chute. was instantly
High teacher.
killed Tuesday night 3.vhen struck

lour Coal bill next winter will be less if you
buy front us now, al summer prices.

CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51
Phosphate and Fertilizers Available Now!

FATTENING
NEW HOG
SUPPLEMENT

Ewing Galloway:

keoduclz4, Oot

HELPS YOU

FATTEN HOGS

Alaiscit

AT LOW COST!
The recent primary electon
focused the attention of disconct-rning people to the ridiculously
low salaries paid many public
officials in Kentucky. Henderson
ricked two commissioners and a
mayor—nomination means election—and thes.e three men will
be paid a good deal less than letter carriers, the mayor $187.00 a
rnonth. the commissioners $166.66.
And they administer a business
the taxpayers around
CC51:ng
S.10.:.000 a year. A letter veteran
carrier gets about S3200 a year
or 5266 a month. and he has much
less business responsibilities.
And people who oppose better
pay for important executives usually are the first you will hear
questioning the honesty of underpaid officials. ,
Attempts have been made to
get the constitution amended to
increase the pay of high state officials to more than 55.000. Thus
far such attempts have failed. I
a
have a small business with
light turnover and twelve employees. The top hired man. who
is competent to run the business
when I am spending a month at
a erne on the farm. gets more
than the governor of Kentucky'
and members of the court of appeals. A girl who works en the

.s pa:d rr; iv than
tile mayor of Henderson.
When the constitution of Kentucky was adopted abcut 54 years
ago. five thousand dollars wt. nt
&is far as four thousand goes
to
opposed
I'm as strongly
squandering the people's money
1as anybody who reads tht,
umn. Personally. I think puldic
spending has us headed for national bankruptcy. But I think
salaries of high state officials
and many municipal executives
are something every citizen of
the state ought to be ashamed of.
The stock argument against
paying better salaries is that men
are glad enough to get the jobs
at current salaries. That's true,
all right. But if the pay were better,-abler persons might seek the
offices. A judge of the court of
appeals seldom seeks a higher office. His pay is far less than he ,
would earn as an active practitioner.
Mayors and city commissioners
hold their offices as sidelines.
They must earn money in other
pursuits to live respectably. So
it is inevitable in most cases that
the business affairs of cities with
the commission form of government must get sideline services
from the officials they underpay.

Letters To The Editors
Tennessee Executive Chamber
Nashville
August 22. 1949
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling,
P. O. Box 485.
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westphelmg:
This acknowledges your very
gracious letter of August 15th.
and I deeply appreciate this invitation to be at the Fair.
I y,•ish I could agree to come,
but these dates amount to probably twenty five for each day in
the year and it makes it impos-

eible for one who has to meet the
obligations of administering a
state to respond when he wants
to. I pave to go to the National
Legion Convention at Philadelphia and I find that I will not get
back in time to make this appointment. As much as I would
like to accept. I am going to have
to beg you to let me off this
time. I only wish I could writeyou a different letter.
Sincerely,
GORDON BROWNING

FARM AND LABORATORY TESTED, specially
developed Pork Chow helps your grain
futten hogs fast.
MARKET HOGS EARLY... many market 200
lb. hogs in 6 mos. Early maiket is usually
a high market.
PRICED RIGHT. made and priced to help you
produce pork profitably.
COME IN and let us figure an economical
Pork Chow and grain ration fdt you.

40,

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
— See Us For —
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, certified and uncertified; Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
- PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS
20`‘

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
4eft tOLLEGE ST.
Cuttom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 626
Custom Grinding and Mixing

'1111 IF I VI Iff 111 1IF
111 11 11
1111111111111111111111111111111
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NEW JERSEY FIRST
The safest person in the United States has .moved.
It used to be that little girl in
Connecticut — remember? The
National Safety Council's nominee for the mythical safety title
is still a little girl, but she now

OBION COUNTY
SHERIFF RESIGNS

Automotive Industry-MoVes Ahead

IMO

*1 '43

'44

'45 '46 '47 48

;Sto--'s"------r----tornotiv• production at record levels, more automotive jobs than ever before. motor vehtde trove! sets nem resercii Thick
''.—'--j
se the story of progress just revealed le the automotive industry by the Automobile Manufacturers Asi.ocuitiois..

Put speed and profit into
your hay baling operations.
Handle h•y the low-cost way
. . with a John Deere Pick-Up
Baler. le• entirely new in design .. new in principal. It's
• fully •utornatic. wire-tying
b•ler that gives you the timeand money-saving •dvant•ges
you need,
Its big capacity ... it• ease
of handling will surprise you.
Let u• •how you it• m•ny
features the next time you're
in town.

HDWE.
WILLIAMS
rruros,
KENTUCKY

JOHN DEERE Q.adr,`"Xit«,
ONE OF

DETROIT—In the first six months of 1949, the automotive industry produced nearly 3,000,000 new can":
'trucks and huses--almost as many units as svere turned out in the full year of 1946. A steady increase has beenregistered since the industry surmounted its war reconversion problems. A 55% gain in production was made,
in 1947 over 1946, and • 10% gain was registered in 1948 over the preceding year. The half year of 1949 is up
40Poursk
209i, from the first six months of IS148.
Industry jobs jumped from 6,700,000 in 1941 to 9,020,000 an 1948. 'This means one out of every seven job
•
holders in the nation earns his wages in the highway transportation industry. These jobs cover manufacturing.
•
•.,"•
road building, sales and service. trucking and miscellaneous work.
,
Main street is dotted with more businesses keyed to highway transportation, and over 90% of them are small
enterprises, employing less than 20 employes each. Business accounts for 56% of all car trips; SOCilli and recrea•;.
tionsl driving is 16% of the total; shopping 12% and other purposes 16%, Rural travel climbed from 1169 billioo
miles in 1941 to 197 billion in 194a. Urban travel increased from 16i billion miles in 1941 to 203 billion in 19482
Governmental agencies are collecting an all-time high in automotive dollars. Special taxes alone now exceed
Si billion annually, with motor trucks accounting for more than a third of the total. Onr of the largest tax
items is the federal excise levy op new motor vehicles. First invoked AS a -temporary emergency measure" in l932.
is has been increased twice since, instead of being repealed.
lives in New Jersey.
The Council figures it this
way: the 1949 edition of ''AcCouncil's
the
cident Facts,"
statistical yearbook, shows that
New Jersey had the Itiwest accident fatality rate of an'y state
last ye:at.. The safest age group
in the country was the 5-14
bracket. And for some reason,
little girls seem to be safer than
little boys.

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Preserving
tribute paid to
Thethefinest
Kentucky farmer

be less if you
Fr prices.

iNY

(UMW Now!

FATTENING
PPLEMENT
YOU

is bbe care with which his
wife QUM corn and beans,
peaches, squash and t1,171agoes, preserving them long
after the snow blankets
ehe fields and gardens in
which they grew. VI'hatever tbe season, thanks to
preserving, you'll find
Kentucky. tables set
traditional style.

The resignation which was ac
cepted is to become effective at
midnight on August 31st.
Sheriff Harrison stated as his
reason for resigning his desire
"to give my entire time to my
private business."
Under a state law enacted in
1841, the duties of the sheriff's
office when the office is vacated
must 'be performed by the county
coroner until the next regular
court
.meeting of the county
when a successor to the sheriff
"shall be elected.
"
Mr. White has held the office
of county coroner for a year and
a half by election by the county
court, and after Mr. Harrison had

quisitions for hotel accommodations should be mailed directly
to the Young Democratic Clubs
Arnerica, 1200 16th street, N.W.
Washington, D. C., as hotel accommodations will be handled by
the Convention
Headquarters
rather than the Chattanooga hoThe Young Democratic Clubs tels, Baker said.
of America's National Convention
In late September, Convention
of 1949 in Chattanooga, Tenn., headquarters will be established
has been scheduled for Thursday. in the Dome Building, ChattaFriday and Saturday, Noyember nooga.
17 through 19, Roy G. Baker,
Among the scenic attractions
president of the official youth
organization. announced today. of the city which delegates will
National Young Democratic of- have the opportunity to visit are
ficers will immediately launch the famous Chickamauga Dam
plans to make the 1949 Convin- and other TVA installations nearlion the largest and most sucess- by, and historic Lookout Mounful ever staged, Baker said. An tain, where several battles cf the
outstanding program of address- Civil War were fought.
es by prominent figures in the
FAIR-PRICED
.gress,1
Administration
and Con
PERSONALS
and Democratic Governors will
GUARANTEED..
Mr.
anti
Mrs.
P.
A.
Laine
of
be arranged, and strateg‘ for
Charleston,
W.
Virginia
are
visYoung Democratic participation
in the 1950 campaign will be iting IVIrs. J. R. Wall and family
drafted. National officers for of Cayce.
1949-51 will be elected as the cliMr. U. C. Barnett of Dermott,
max of the Convention.
Ark., spent a few days last week
The previous Young Democrat-1 with his niece Mrs. J. R. Wall
210 Church
ic biennial convention was held and family last week.
in Cleveland, O., November 131
through 15, 1947. at which time I
Baker was elected President of 1
the national organization, Theodora K. Hansen of California,
Vice President, Angela R. Parisi
Of NeW York, Secretary, and E.
Hoover Taft, Jr., of North Carolina, Treasurer.

:::::

Lexington was low bidder on a
project calling for grade, deism
and temporary fill-facing of 5.8
miles of the Booneville-Buckhorn rond in Breathitt and OwS'ley comities. The work, sti etching
from Arnett to Long Creek, will
liit.!hway Commissioner John cost $191,854.48, Federal aici funds
A. Keck today announced the
award of contracts totaling $2,- will finance the project in part.
692„706.44 and providing for imFulton-Sassafras Ridge Ficad,
provement of 205 miles of high- reconstruction and
traffi'J bound
ways.
L. M. Hart Construction Co., surface, 1.7 miles, McCuCton nd
Evans, SI1,249.10.
resigned, Mr. White was called
to Judge Burros' office Monday
and informed by Attorney General Drane that the duties of
sheriff automatically will fall.on
his shoulders, by provisions of
the law, until the county court
meets on Monday Oct. 3, when a
successor to Mr. Harrison to fill
out the Harrison terni,
Sept. 1, 1950, will be elected.

Hickman—Reconstruction :
traffic bound surface, 5.1 mi
McDade and McDade, Fur m;
$60,636.80.
It is easier to inclne the e:••
thought rightly, than the bic
,. c!
mind. Children not mistaug:.4
naturally love God; for they are
pure-minded, affectionate, and
generally brave.—Mary Eddy.

IF SCHOOL EXPENSES
SET—YOU BACK
WE'LL GLADLY LEND
THE CASH YOU LACK- 't
BiCe.Dctecet

•_
•

•

110'1

ScHOOL SCHOOL
BOOKS SUPPLIES

YOUNG DEMOS
TO HOLD MEET
IN CHATTANOOGA

0

I

You can get extra cash from us to outfit the children or schoo
or for anything else that will help you.
For a prornpt, friendly loan, come in or phone us today.

IfAe Owt 20-Noad Refteueeeat Pleue
Take as long as 20 months to repay your loan, if you like.
We'll help you arrange payrnents that fit your income.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

1

Yes, and beer
is a tradition
in Kentucky, tool
Like preserving, BEER BELONGS
in Kentucky. Long before rubber
rings and screw top jars made preserving easy, Kentuckians enjoyed
beer, the beverage of moderation.

I FULTON-HICKMAN
COUNTIES ROAD
PROJECTS READY

Robert L Harrison, who has
served as sheriff of Obion county since Sept. 1, 1946, Monday.
presented his resignation as sheriff to County Judge Andrew L.
Burrus, in the presence of Attorney General John M. Drane,
Deputy Sheriff Elbert Burcham,
Attorney George C. Cloys Jr.,
and Gus B. White, who is the
Obion county coroner.

knoyv whether they
o not, but this niuch
en vou have trusted
r Saviour arid love
find a love of the Bi-e to read it. The one
Book with faith In
lrn the Book reveals,
iat has been beyond
sion before clear and

rtter to the Corinthian
says, "The preaching
; to them that perish
'hat Is. the Gospel of
God seems a foolish
who have not experrintinues "but unto us
ed it is the power of
Ild of God having ex; grace. one underrd of God in a way in
saved never can The
explicit on this point:
ral man recelveth not
the Spirit of God: tor
shness unto him. netknow thern because
tually discerned " The
.orn ot the Spirit who
lona] experience with
stand many things in
God whirl, were be'prehension before he
Sul anyone can intermeaning of Scripture
Dolt points the war cd
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gniesistate FINANCE CORPORATION

OF KY

NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1252

Phone 909

In anticipation of an overflow
urged all
attendance, Baker
Young Democrats planning to be
present at the 1949 Convention
to make their hotel reservations
now. Until further notice, re-

Coprrgiu,1949,1Kentralty Divisson, C. 5. Breuerl

HOGS
COST I

SUMMER

AW.Z0253

DRESSES
RBOARD SIGN

;EEDING:

.ertified ; Ladino
Red top, orchard
grass. _

s, Balboa Rye.
rer.

Fulton extends you its hospitality during the four big
days of the We'la Kentucky-Tennessee Fair and horse show
. next week. Sortie big--- nd spectacular events are planned, and
you will enjoy them with your whole family.

$

The Fulton Bank, too, extends you its hospitality at all

00 $

00

times. Feel free to come in anytime and discuss your problems
with us; we are ready to assist you whenever we can.

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB

SAFETY DEPOSIT. BOXES
148 dresses
Our entire stock of Summer Dresses included . .
to $14.95
in all to sell in these two price groups .. . $6.95
values. Sizes for Juniors, Misses and larger women as well.

'RECORDAK' PHOTOGRAPH Y OF EVERY CHECK

FULTON BANK

FERTILIZERS

• SEEDS

Safety — Service — Satisfaction

vIE 626
MEMBER: F.D.I.C.

ling and Mixing

11
11

11 11
111,

,Ugr.
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UK SPEAKER
RAPS STATE
SALARY LIMIT

Salary Limit Raise Given Wide Approval
The proposal to raise the present constitutional limit on official salaries for state and local officia% lhas drawn widespifread
support from divergent groups
representing all shades of opinion and belief.
John Henry Cox, Madisonville,
business man and former Farm
Bureau official, heads the campaign for ratification of the amendment that is to be voted on
by the people this fall. The amendment would substitute bar
the present $5,000 limitation on
salaries the following scale:
$12,000;
Statewide officials,
Circuit judges, $8,400; county
officials $7,200.
'Many thoughtful Kentuckians
have long felt the need of raising

the level of official salaries, and
such a prciposaI now has been
submitted to the people by their
representatives in the General
Assembly," said Cox. "The proposed amendment is worthy of
every consideration.
"In the field of agriculture,
public health, education, road
building and many other fields
the present salary limitation has
had a crippling effect. The new
amendment seeks to bring about
more equity in such matters.
"The new amendment does not
blow the lid off in the field of
salaries. It merely authorizes the
General Assembly to set new limits. My past experience as a
member of that body, together
with my personal knowledge of

their conservative traits, indicates to me that the lawmakers
will not throw to the winds the
taxpayers money."
The newly formed Committee
to obtain ratification of the salary amendment, which met in
Louisvite a few days ago, included representatives of the following organizations:
Democratic State Central Execuiive Committee, Republican
State Central Committee, Kentucky Medical Society, State Department of Health, Kentucky
Farm Press, Kentucky Bar 4sfreConstitutional
sociation,
view Commission, Committee for
1,000, Kentucky Education Association, Railroad Brotherhoods,
American Federation of Labor,

United Mine Workers of America, Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Kentucky League of Women
Voters, Louisville
League
or
Women Voters, Kentucky Federation of Women Clubs, Business
and Professional Women's Clubs,
Kentucky Crippled Childern's
Corrunission, Kentucky Tuberculosis
Association,
Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Petroleum Industries Committees.
. League of Kentucky Sportsmen, Kentucky Bankers Associa
tien, Associated Industries, Parent-Teachers Association, Catholic Parent-Teachers Association,
Corrunittee for Kentucky and
Kentucky Cancer Society.

Irkidity Attgust 25, LW

rids

We Handle

Only
One of the nation's leading edDependable,
ucators in a speech last week at
Good Quality
the University of Kentucky urg109 CHURCH ST.
ed the abolishment of Kentucky's
constitutional salary limitation
PHONE 193
FULTON
-Tor state officials:
Hill;
H.
Henry
speaker,
Dr.
The
former Kentuckian who now is
president of George Peabody
Attention Farmers:
College for Teachers; Nashville,
was addressing the 533' members
el the University's summer graduating class and their guests
"1 can understand," he mild;
In Sanitary Tracks
'why ignorant or jealous or narrow-minded citizens might refuse
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
to vote to abolish the $5000 limit
on the salaries of officials, but
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wing° Ex.
Herchel Elliott Monday afterREAL ESTATE and
•otlyhy educated or well infOrmSPRINGS
ROCK
OAK
PILOT
noon.
so.
do
ed people will
Nettie L. Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steele and
June Henderson spent a few PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
"Do the skilled laborers of Kenneth of California, are home
Mr and Mrs. Charles Uhler days this week with Martha Kay
dou-1
Office Over City National Bank
Kentucky whose wages now
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Mr.
and
eharlene,
friands.
parents
and
visiting
Copelen.
Ide and triple these of a decade and Mrs. Loyd Roberts and Mr. Walston visited Sunday afternoon
Phone 61
Monspent
Hardison
May
Mrs
.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
to
lign actually want officials
and Mrs. Furd Steele of Poliot with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch day morning with Mrs. Ella
t
50
per
effect
a
FARNI AND CffY PROPERTY
bare what is in
Oak. Milton is now in the Fuller and family.
Veatch.
cent salary cut?" he asked. "Do I Gillium
recovering
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Pressil Moore and
Mrs. Onis Jackson and daughthe farmers who for a decade from an appendix operation.
family
spent
Sunday
with
Mrs.
ter spent Wednesday afternoon
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
have had more money than ever
Mr. and Mrs. Homer McClaine, Jimmie Moore.
with Mrs. Ella Veatch;
before—money largely guaran- June and Gerald, spent Subday
Sunday visitors of Johnnie
teed by all •of us through our with Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Roberts.
and Marshal Moore were Mr.
Of nineteen out of twenty
government—do they really inMr. and Mrs Neal Bushayt had and Mrs. Burnis Patrick of Un- things in children, take no specsts1 that ajew hundred officials as visitors last week, Mr. and
ion
City,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Fort MI- ial notice: but if, as to the twenshall not share in such prosperi- Mrs. Walter Blythe and children,
Ion and girls and Luther Veatch. tieth, you give a direction or
ty, Do they who pay any re- , Gary and Bonnie, of Hanorier,
Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch command, see that you are obeyquired salary for key men really Ohio. Mr. Bushart and Mr. Blythe
and Brenda, visited Mr. and Mrs. ed.—Tryon Edwards.
think government or education were buddies in service together,
tar: be much better when only , both in the states and overseas '
•
those can be secured at half , and received their discharges tomen
like to shaxe a
Cotupu
tionable
price are employed?
gether in Illinois.
good thing. That's why,at cmy friend"If so," he answered, "then 1
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French, I
You Are Cordially Mated To Visit
ly get-together, this 93 proof Beneve are hardly yet in. midpassage Jerry, Glenn and Dale came
an education in Kentucky. For from church Sunday and spent ,
lucky whiskey gets the call!
be" education of the future cer- the day with Mr. and Mrs. Burtainly will have to teach men ice Glisson.
and women enlightened selfMr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
tidiness, if unselfishness really children and Mr. and Mrs. Orby
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"
be unobtainable. The kind of Bushart visited Orby's sister and
education of which I'm speaking husband, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Higen-tends beyond books. It in, gins, of St. Louis, Missouri, Sunwolves social yision and action day. Mr. and Mrs. Higgins are
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
throughout life. It must extend visiting their daughter, Mrs. Holthroughout life. It does approach lie Blinchae and family of HickIMPORTS — SCOTCHES
that ideal for some people."
man.
Glisson,
who
is
in
Little Jimmy
COMIVIONWEALTH OF
fhe Nashville hospital with polio,
JAMES LONG
HAPPY HOGAN
WRAY WARD
KENTUCKY
is doing better and he hopes to
OFYARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS come home the last of the week.
'Uniformly Floe
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Miss June McClure left MorLocated on Church Street
Since 1869Sealed bids will be received by day morning for California where
the Department of Highways at she has been employed for some
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, time. She has been visiting her
KE:NTUCKY WHISKEY
veil 10:00 A. M. Central Stand- parents.for the past three weeks.
—A BLEND
ard Time on the 9th day of SepMr. and Mrs. Wayne Minton
FULTON, KENTUCKY
tember, 1949, at which time bids and Myrline of Mayfield spent
sal be publicly opened and read Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C31tar 'the improvement of:
vern Webb and granddaughter,
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, 11 Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
:FULTON COUNTY, RS ,38-387 Lanna.
Hampton Road from the Hick•
•
man County line to US 51, 1.617
miles. Reconstruction and traffic
Pound surface.
"The attention of prospective
bickiess is called to the prequalibcation requirements and necessity for securing certifiete
eligibility, the special 'pr.-visions
covering subletting or a,signing
the contract and the Departmient's regulation which prohibitq the issuance of proposals after
CIO P. M. on the day preceding
the opening of bids.
NOTE: A PURCHASE
CHARGE' OF $10.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
ilF3NITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY REQUESTS FOR THE
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS
,
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
REASON.
Further information, bidding
proposals. et cetera, will be furn,
' Itt•Je
ished upon application to the
Futuranile Pow•r-T•am
Frankfort Office. The right is reaisles,
Mocker
aerved to reject any and all bids.
Hydro-Mak Drivel
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
6ugust 19, 1949.

DEAD STOCK. REMOND FREI

CHAS. W. BURROW

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
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Pioneered by Oldsmobile 'lei Years Ago,

HYDRA-MAT1C HITS 11,, NEW HIGH!
In Today' "Rocket" Engine
t

Children can take in' but a little each day; they are like 1."ases
with a narrow neck; you may
pour little or pour much, but
much
not enter at a time.—

•
-0-mimme
•11111111M0C
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•ifyire. Week Prim •••n4A-41
orniAnsono on .Sorion "91?" and •••r•
...mist. options/ es 11110.6 moat'VW

The Queen Of Hearts
She Bought
Spme Tarts
it is Just too hot and uncom'Actable to make tarts at
;Same these warm days . . . so
.
:11re queen of hearts tripped
'lightly down
to • UNDERWOOD'S and bought some for
her family, who ate them up to
aile last delectable crumb and
called for more

Smoothness! You get Hydra-Matic Drive* at its Futuramic
finest in a "Rocket" Engine Oldsmobile! For Hydra-Matic.
teamed with "Rocket" power, floats you on a silken carpet
of smoothness .. makes all driving effortless and restful!
Response! The "Rocket"-Hydra-Matic Team means new life,
new responsiveness, too. Hydra-Matic Drive transforms the
blazing life of the "Rocket" into surging motion ... flattens
the hills for you ... brings horizons nearer!
SEE

YOUR

NEAREST

Economy! With all its brilliant performance, this Oldsmobile
power-team actually brings new ecom-uny to every mile! For the
high-compression "Rocket" squeezes more power from every
drop of fuel, and Hydra-Matic Drive transmits all that power
without waste, with true efficiency! Only in Oldsmobile will you
find this matchless combination ... the high-compression
"Rocket" Engine ... plus ten-years-proved Hydra-Matic Drive.
Learn the difference it makes at your Oldsmobile Dealer's today!
OLDSMOBILE

10 Years of Proof and
Constant Improvement Stand Behind
OLDSMOBILE'S HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE
For 10 years, Oklsmobile engineers
have kinked aheadInd worked ahead
to make Hydra-Matic performance
even finer and more reliable. Oldsmobile dmigners have planned and built
automobiles that take full advan-

DEALER

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
11117

C'.
71mercial

Phone 126

210 E. State Line

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY

Phone 1005

tage of Hydra -Matic Drive's efficiency. And for 10 years, Oldsmobile
ownera have proved the value of this
fully automatic drive in billions of
miles of motoring. The provedilydraMatie
Ohimiehile Hydra-Made

D
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We Handle
Only

Dependable,
Good Quality
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PHONE 193
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he Jitters OverPolio
on 't Do Any Good
Polio panic is hitting millions
f children and parents this year,
Alton Blakeslee, famous writer
or the Associated Press said in
he Sunday Courier-Journal.

self,'' declares Dr. Hart E van
Riper, medical director of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis.
"Many parents break out with
the polio jitters each summer.
"This panic isn't new. But it
They torment themselves with
may be getting worse. It comes worry.
Their homes and children
from fear, and from ignorance or get
upset.
misunderstanding of what is
known about infantile paralysis.
" "Often, children are forbidden
he said.
to live or play normally. They
may be cooped up in the anus?,
"The fear and panic over polio
with mother and child fraying
can be worse than the disease iteach other's nerves. They may
be forbidden to swim anywhere,
or even to use their own wading
pools. Camps, movies or a trip irFairbanks-Morse
"A Name worth Remembering" to town are banned by some parents. Frightened parents may impose these taboos even when
Water Systems
there has been only one Of a few
• WATER SOFTENERS
erases of polio a few miles away.
"And the fact is that such steps
• WELL DRILLING
do no good. The net result as
• WELL REPAIRING
emotional harm to the children,
by giving them the idea that
H. E. GRIGGS
some unknown terror is abroad.
"No one wants polio. And no
Phone 1199-R--Volton Ilfway
one wants to get hit by a car
Union City, Tenn.
while crossing the street. The
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Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA
Dukedom

highway

Phone 68

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

LTTRAL SPIMTS

For Prompt Service Phone 502
•

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

DRIVE—IN CAFE
Owned and Operated
By TUN CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

isiosalowasso

01111111110
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'
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ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case'

SSOVON
'
t"I'''"A"11.°
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HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9494
Depot Street

-44
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MODERNS GLAMOUR/2E
YACAT/ONS W/TH SMART
CLOTHES AND SPORTS
JEWELRY.
Cy".SLy /Li /4
,
7,9
,
;(.

STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

FASH/ONABLE EUROPEANS
OF THE /56i TO /941 CENTUR/ES WORE MUCH JEWELRY,
AND TOOK 20 K/NDS OF
MONEY 0/1/ THE/R "GRA/VD „
TOURS''OF EL/ROPE.
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best you can do is to observe the
traffic-safety rules. Even then.
you might be hit. But that slim
chance doesn't keep you glued to
the corner, afraid to go across
"Parents and their childien
would be far better ciff if they
took the same reasonable attitude
toward polio,'' Dr. van
Riper
said..
"Knowing the facts about polio
is the best way to banish fear.
Here are some fictions about polio, and the facts as cited by Dr.
Harry M. Weaver, research director of the foundation:
Fiction: That polio is the worst
of all childhood diseases..
"Fact: Polio in any recognizable form is relatively rare.
Rheumatic fever is the worst by
far, both as a killer and crippler.
Even in a bad polio year only
one in every 6,000 Americans
gets polio. And only one in every
15.000 is left slightly or badly
paralyzed, or dies.
Fiction: That crowds are the
most dangerous place for picking up polio.
"Fact: Polio is a communicable
disease, apparently spread by intimate personal contact, such as
occurs at home. It apparently
takes time and intimacy io contract it.
"Gding through a polio ward
is not dangerous at all, unless
you sit on a patient's bed, handle
his glass and eating utensils and
spend time with him. Riding on
a bus is not harmful, unless you
hold hands, share sandwiches or
the like."
"The home appears to be the
most dangerous place. When one
member gets it, there's a good
chance that others will. For every person who develops polio,
five to 10 may have the virus in
their intestinal tracts. They may
be carriers spreading it to others. Why they don't get sick
themselves is one of the mysteries.
Fiction: You shouldn't swim
during the polio season.
"Fact: Swimming in polluted
waters is foolish, for the virus
may be present there, and you
might get other disease bugs.
But there's no evidence that anyone ever gen polio from swimming at a clean pool or beach.
Intin-iate contact between children playing together at the
beach could be dangerous, if the
children haven't all been regular
playmates.
"Sudden chilling, overexertion
and fatigue may set you up for
the virus already in your system
to go to work on the nerve cells.

Made Drive's effi0 years, Oldsmobile
ved the value of this
drive in billions of
;. The provedilydraobile Hydra-Made!
-4

IST
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice greceries
and meats,

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOLTRTH STREET
111111111211111111HilliIMINIEN1111111111l11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111i111111111111ill111111111111111111111111i11111illiffilfilliniffillaill11111111111111111111i1111111111ffik

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING
We have two of the largest ami most moderr
Clipper cleaners avail .ble.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

AUSTIN & AUSTIN, CAYCE. KY.
W. P. Austin

C. R. Austin

Day Phone: Cayce 17

O. W. Austin

' Night Phone: Fulton, 1225-J-1

Located North of Highway 94 tOn the G.M.&0. Tracks)

ICED

WINES

WHISKI4:Y.
RUM\
GIN
LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

"Fact: Polio occurs all year
round, reaching its peak in the
summer. Dry, hot weather doesn't help to spread it any mare
than rainy weather, so far as is
There's no proof yet that fatigue known."
is ba!:1 when you have the virus
in your system. But there's amEducation commences at the
ple evidence that fatigue when mother's knee, and every word
you have a little fever, nausea, spoken in the hearing of little
headache or other sign of possi- children tends toward the formable polio will increase your tion of character.—Hosea Ballou.

Fulton

laNt

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE

In West Kentucky
Most Complete Stock

Hugh Fly, Owner

LiQuORS
442 Lake Street

Junction West State Line and Union City 1111-nto

CURB SERVICE

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

Phone 237

• •'.

NEW COMPRESSOR STATIONS
GOING UP ON TEXAS GAS LINE
1

And in a stnse, they are small
communities of their own, for
each station will have its own
generators for electric power
and its own water supply. At
most stations new homes for the
station operators will be built.
Operated by a full-time staff
of nine to 12 men, each new sta-.""'"

fit,\

L....
When new compressor stations on the Texas Gas pipe line are completed and
landscaped they will look like this one on the Company's existing system.

Compressor stations, like the
one above, are the heart of a
natural gas pipe line system.
Along the route of Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation's
new 800-mile pipe line which
passes through here several stations are now being built. When
completed, they will do the big
job of pumping millions of cubic

feet of gas daily through the
Texas Gas system.
Operation of the aew line will
start with these stations. Next
year additional installations
will be built so that the move-

we"
''001111I.d

iitin
LNew compressor units installed on
foundations at a Texas Gas Transmission Colporation installation.
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chances of coming down with the
paralytic form of polio.
Fiction: Every person getting
polio will be crippled or die.
Fact: Fifty to 60 per cent recover completely. About 20 per
cent are left with minor handicaps. Fifteen-to 20 percent may
be badly handicappeci, and five
to 10 per cent may die.
"Fiction: The cause of polio is
not known, and prevention is
hopeless.
"Fact: It is caused by a virus
one of the tiniest disease organisms. There is not yet any vaccine to prevent it, but one probably will be developed soon.
Your best protection is good
health rules, especially in keep
ing Clean, getting rest and avoiding fatigue. •
"Fiction: Polio is a tairly new
disease, with more epidemics
now.
"Fact: It has been around for
years, with 1916 the worst year
on record The number of cases
varies each year. Much of the increase in cases reported in recent
years was due to better diagnosis, with doctors spotting minor
cases that were missed years ago. This year, polio is spread
more evenly through the states,
but only one or two have epidemics as yet, An epidemic is 20 or
more cases per 100,000 population.
"Fiction: That polio epidemics
follow long spells of hot, dry
weather.

A truck enroute to a Company compressor station site delivers a new 1,100
horsepower compressor.

//4,
-

ment of gas can be stepped up.
Compressor stations are more
than just clusters of buildings.
They are part of the communities near which they are located.

Crews at work on site of existirt&compressor station that is being enlarged.

tion will contain the mZ,modern gas handling equipment.
Compressor units will range
up to 2,200 horsepower each.
Cooling towers three stories
high will process the millions of
gallons of water needed for cooling gas and compressor engines.
It is these compressor stations
and thg engineering which goes
into them that makes the difference between just a long line of
pipe and a working natural gas
pipe line system. When completed this winter, they will enable Texas Gas to do an even
more useful jiib as a longdistance carrier of natural gas.

Attached information f,om our company newspaper, PIPELINE PROGRESS,is printed to give you riews about our new
pipe line through your area 3nd to nform iou of activities
of our natural gas transmission system. You nay -eceive
regular copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing TO

-*et°
c4/9
.-Fete-A.

Nr• TEXAYi GAS MARNpsoldiF1811
P. O. BOX 577, OWENSBORO, KY.
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And 3rd Annual Atnerican Legion Horse Show
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FAIRGROUNDS----FULTON,KENTUCKY
BOX SEAT SEASON TICKETS
now on sale at the offices of:
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
THE FULTON DAILY LEADER
,till some GOOD seats on hand, but hurry! Price 512.50 per box
'
(seating for four).
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MONDAY,Aug 29
and on the grounds
ALL WEEK
6—Big Days-6
•1

JOHNNY

DENTON SHOWS

ON THE GROUNDS ALL WEEK: Johnny I,. Denton's big carnival features
la rides, 6 shows and 40 concessions! Br4ng the family ... fun for all!

* The biggest carnival ever to come to Fulton!
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$7,25U in awards in daily speed races Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday afternoons-

m-JOIIN LAIR'S &mama

RENfit, MILEY
A/DANCE

TWE
WILLS OF OLD

FOLKS

KENTUCKY
Nationally-acclaimed hillbilly show .. heard over CBS network
each day! A complete, full-length program! Don't miss this show
THURSDAY EVENING.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31,(Obion County Day)
Afternoon:_$1000 24-class trot (stake) race.
$1000 i8-Class pace (stake) race.
$50 1 —mile mule race for Fulton and
adjoining counties.
Night: American Legion Horse Show, fairgrounds.
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THURSDAY,SEPT. 1 (Fulton County Day)
Afternoon: $1000 18-class trot (stake) race.
$1000 2-year-old pace (stake) race.
$50 1,—mile mule race for Fulton and
adjoining counties.
Night: John Lair's original Renfro Valley Barn
Dance with those Renfro Valley Folks from
the hills of Kentucky; show starts 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 (Weakley County Day)
Afternoon: $1000 2-year-old trot (stake) race.
$1000 24-class pace (stake) race.
$50 1-mile mule race for Fulton and
adjoining counties.
Night: Hilbun Graves' revue 11-piece orchestra cast
of 20; music, skating acts, acrobatics, specialty dancing, close harmony.

We see
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HILBUN GRAVES ORCHESTRA, with a cast of 20 entertainers will be
featured in nightly revues Friday and Saturday evenings.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 3 (Hickman County Day)
Afternoon: $500 free-for-all trot race (3 heats).
$500 free-for-all pace race (3 heats).
$100 1/,-mile run for horses started but not
in money.
Night: Hilbun Graves' revue 11-piece orchestra cast
of 20; featuring the "Four Royal Rockettes"
. Featurettes . .. Ann and Corky. ... Ann
Riley .. Ted Petrouski, MC and Hilbun Graves
in person:

Yon'llf see some of the midviest's top racing drivers in the Midget
!o races, SUNDAY AFTERNOON $1000 in purses . . . six big
r.,:es. THRILLS for all!

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Midget auto racing; $1000 in purses; top midwest
pilots.
Four ten-lap races.
One trophy race.
1 Feature 25-lap race.
Extra attraction : See the smallest racing car, driven by the youngest racing driver on the tracks!
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THE ROAR of these MIDGET RACERS around the oval tent( will thrill
thousands Sunday afternoon, bringing the tair to a glorious close.

(Conti

